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low power mode, and high performance mode. It brings up various 

techniques for low power consumption at both system and circuit level. Low 

IF mixer first architecture is utilized to optimize power consumption at 

system level. Furthermore, harmonic down-conversion in the low power 

mode enables quadrature LO generation. Reduced supply voltage, 500mV 

for VCOs and 700mV for front end chain, passive mixers, and current reuse 

address power minimization at circuit level. The proposed receiver utilizes 

an integrated configurable matching circuit. The proposed receiver is 

implemented in 65 nm CMOS technology and occupies an active area of 

0.551 𝒎𝒎𝟐 consuming only 697 µW and 1250 µW when operating in low 

power mode and high performance mode respectively. Low power mode RX 

achieves a noise figure of 12.82 dB and IIP3 of +5.58 dBm while provides 
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achieves a 6.3 dB noise figure, +2.6 dBm IIP3, and 65 dB image rejection. 
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 Abstract 

  The continuous development of Wireless Sensor Network, WSN, based 

systems is highly motivating the need for Ultra Low Power, ULP, Radios 

where too many devices and sensors are equipped by a receiver (RX), a 

transmitter (TX), or a transceiver. These nodes are intended to operate in a 

self-powered energy-harvesting scheme to avoid the routine of battery change 

or recharge. Hence, these nodes are highly power consumption constrained.  

  WSN devices employ heavy duty cycling since they need not to be active 

all the time to reduce power. Another alternative technique is to use an always 

on Wake-Up receiver (WuRX) consuming few micro-watts or even sub-µW 

power while keeping the main receiver in sleep mode till receiving a wake up 

signal from the WuRX. The second approach is suitable for latency-critical 

applications. 

  Low data rates wireless standards tailored for low power applications are 

utilized in WSN nodes. Operating at low data rates, low power nodes can 

achieve better sensitivity levels which will allow TX power reduction by 

transmitting at lower power. Bluetooth Low Energy, BLE, is one of the best 

candidates as a wireless standard for WSN since Bluetooth technology is 

emerging and widely deployed and adopted due to its robustness, low-cost, 

and customization flexibility. 

  This thesis presents low power Bluetooth5.1, BT5.1, and Bluetooth low 

energy, BLE, compliant receiver. The receiver has two modes of operation; 

low power mode, and high performance mode. It brings up various techniques 

for low power consumption at both system and circuit level. Low IF mixer first 

architecture is utilized to optimize power consumption at system level. 

Furthermore, harmonic down-conversion in the low power mode enables 

quadrature LO generation. Reduced supply voltage, 500mV for VCOs and 

700mV for front end chain, passive mixers, and current reuse address power 

minimization at circuit level. The proposed receiver utilizes an integrated 

configurable matching circuit. The proposed receiver is implemented in 65 nm 

CMOS technology and occupies an active area of 0.551 𝒎𝒎𝟐 consuming only 

697 µW and 1250 µW when operating in low power mode and high 

performance mode respectively. Low power mode RX achieves a noise figure 

of 12.82 dB and IIP3 of +5.58 dBm while provides image rejection by 81 dB. 

For high performance mode, the RX front end achieves a 6.3 dB noise figure, 

+2.6 dBm IIP3, and 65 dB image rejection. 

  Four phases passive mixer analysis based of Linear Time Variant, LTV, 

and Linear Time Invariant, LTI, models will be reviewed for fundamental LO 

component. Also, the analysis is extended to explain harmonic down-

conversion properties of passive mixers and discuss the benefits and 

drawbacks. 
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  The proposed receiver is the first one to utilize single receiver chain design 

realizing two modes of operation through fundamental and harmonic down-

conversion based on passive mixers analysis at LO harmonics. Moreover, it 

offers high flexible configurability by adopting two modes of operation and 

Bluetooth and BLE compliance.                                                                  
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 

1.1. Background 

Bluetooth technology is a short range, robust, low power, low cost, and 

widely customizable communication system aiming to connect various fixed 

and portable devices [1]. Since earlier Bluetooth specification releases, it has 

been adopted in many applications due to its key features. Moreover, 

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) has been introduced for the first time in the 

fourth release of Bluetooth standard. Bluetooth/BLE operates in the same 

2.4GHz ISM radio band as IEEE 802.11b/g/n/ax (WiFi) and IEEE 802.15.4 

(ZigBee). 

As demand for ultra-low power (ULP) radios; like in Wireless Sensor 

Networks (WSN), wearable devices, medically implanted devices, wireless 

payment tags, etc; is rapidly increasing, BLE offers one of the best candidates 

as a wireless communication standard. Furthermore, BLE had been employed 

in wake up receivers (WuRX) in prior works achieving less than 250 µW 

power consumption [2] – [6] which enables efficient use of main receiver 

chains in WSN and also makes use of Energy Harvesters (EH) as the second 

approach of power reduction in WSN especially suitable for latency-critical 

applications, while the first well-known approach is duty cycling. Although 

Bluetooth has relaxed specifications, ultra-low power receivers, achieving sub-

mW, are still a challenging task. Power-hungry blocks, like VCO, usually 

defines a lower limit for power performance. 

Too many works have been done to realize ultra-low power radios using 

various techniques. LNA-Mixer-VCO (LMV) cell-based receiver has been 

introduced in [7], [8] where LNA current is recycled by stacked mixer and 

VCO. This technique, however, has reduced voltage headroom and block 

isolation; that’s VCO may be pulled by RF blockers and VCO noise will add 

to RX noise. Ultra-low voltage supply receivers are popular low power radios 

approach. A 300mV RX in [9] extensively applies transformer coupling 

between RF blocks to maximize headroom and lowers transistor threshold 

voltage through forward body biasing. This comes at the cost of area and 

increase of leakage currents. Moreover, 180mV RX front end was introduced 

in [10] where I/Q generation is obtained by a passive RC-CR network in the 

RF path. According to [11], good matching should be preserved through 

careful layout. Also, as the supply voltage is reduced, IIP3 degrades 

accordingly. In addition, inductive loaded LNA is divided to two stages, one 

providing conventional LNA requirements and the second for driving 

subsequent RC-CR network and passive mixers which imposed extra area. 
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Other works focus on eliminating I and Q paths employed either in direct 

conversion or low-IF architecture. In [12], an All-Digital Phase Locked Loop 

(ADPLL) based receiver with hybrid loop achieves 20 dB Adjacent Channel 

Rejection (ACR) without the need for RF filters while eliminating two 

Analog-to-Digital (ADCs) and Q-channel to reduce power consumption. 

While in [13], conventional Low-IF has been adapted to employ single channel 

receiving method and ADPLL is reused as an ADC also to eliminate Q-path. 

The proposed BT5.1/BLE receiver operates in two modes; low power, and 

high performance. In the low power mode, mixer down-converts RF signal 

using third harmonic of LO to compensate for the impact of I/Q, necessary for 

low-IF architecture adopted, LO generation on power consumption while 

normally down-converts RF signal using fundamental LO component in high 

performance mode. The receiver incorporates a configurable integrated 

matching circuit to adapt input impedance change between the two modes due 

to 4-phase passive mixers transparency at the front end. The mixer first 

architecture allows LNA to operate at IF, unlike conventional LNA first 

architecture where LNAs are at RF and hence require high power 

consumption. A configurable complex filter permits both BT5.1 and BLE 

operation in both receiver modes. Software at the top layer can drive the PHY 

layer to either mode or wireless standard. The proposed receiver utilizes 

reduced supply voltage and current reuse which enable achieving required 

transcondactunce, 𝑔𝑚, to meet specs of building blocks while at effective low 

power. 

1.2. Organization of the thesis 

The remainder of this thesis organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews 

different power reduction techniques and receiver architectures in the 

literature. Chapter 2 presents the receiver system level design. The 4-phase 

passive mixer analysis is detailed and followed by the designs of the VCO and 

receiver building blocks in Chapter 2. Chapter 5 discusses the results and 

compares to the state of the art. Finally, the work contribution is summarized, 

and the conclusions are drawn. 
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review 

2.1. Introduction 

The continuous demand for the Wireless Sensor Network, WSN, based 

systems and the Internet of Things, IoT, technology pushes the limits for the 

performance of the RF transceivers. It has been driving development of 

wireless communication standards like Zigbee, WirelessHART, ISA 100.11a, 

6LoWPAN, IEEE 802.15.4e, Bluetooth, and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). 

Moreover, innovations in radio architecture and circuit techniques have been 

being developed to adopt the rapid increase and evolutionary requirements of 

WSN applications. 

Power consumption of nodes is the major constraint to address in such 

applications. The RF front end which is equipped in each single node 

represents a considerable power consumption share, usually no less than 50%, 

out of the total power [14]. Furthermore, those nodes are intended to operate in 

a self-powered energy-harvesting scheme to avoid the routine of battery 

change or recharge. Therefore, many techniques on different layers, starting 

from the PHY layer up to the very high level layer of application, have been 

developed and brought up together to save power consumption whenever 

possible. 

2.2. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) 

Wireless Sensor Networks are a set of tenths to thousands autonomous 

mesh networks comprised of sensing nodes exchange data through wireless 

communication at any environment. Multiple standards have been introduced 

with relaxed specifications to be easily employed in WSN applications and 

satisfying their requirements. Low data rates, adjacent channel rejection, phase 

noise, transmission power level, narrowband channels, and short range 

characterize communication standards adopted by WSN and IoT applications. 

2.3. WSN requirements 

Individual nodes of the network should satisfy the following main 

requirements: 

 

1. Size: nodes should be enough compact from the physical area 

perspective to fit in the diverse hard environments. 
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2. Cost: the individual nodes of the network should be low-cost 

because the target systems can deploy very large number of nodes; 

up to thousands. 

3. Power Consumption: the network nodes are supplied either from 

battery or, preferably, from an energy harvesting source/system. In 

both cases, the low power consumption operation is the mandatory 

requirement either to ensure long battery life, several years, or the 

capacity of energy harvesters under all conditions. 

4. Sensitivity: the system power reduction can be obtained through 

utilizing less count of network nodes and lower levels of 

transmission power. Therefore, indeed a highly sensitive receiver 

front ends in each node are required to allow for long distance 

placement of the network communicating nodes at such low levels 

of transmission power. 

5. Interference rejection: all network nodes are communicating over the 

same band at low levels of power – for the sake of overall system 

power consumption – which requires good adjacent channel 

rejection to ensure coexistence. 

2.4. WSN applications 

WSN had found its way in too many applications with various domains. In 

WSN, the main principle operations are 1) monitoring an environment, where 

the system is deployed, 2) intelligently makes decisions, 3) and takes actions 

accordingly. The WSN deployment usually depends on the following:  

1) physical environment 

2) intended ranges to be covered 

3) estimated target network lifetime 

4) the type of the data to be exchanged between nodes  

Following are some of the most common applications for WSN: 

1. Health-care monitoring: like medical applications include 

monitoring of several processes, ex. physiological changes, motion 

and activity, and mobile patient vital sign [15], [16]. 

2. Environmental monitoring: environmental monitoring involves 

many natural physical quantities like volcano activities; forest fire 

detection; air pollution rates; temperature, humidity, and water 

levels monitoring; and radiation measurements [17]. 

3. Smart structures: the flexibility of WSN enables autonomous 

behavior in a complex structures like smart homes, buildings, and 

cities.  

4. Entertainment: the WSN principally involves smart Body Area 

Network (BAN) for the applications with high data rates such as 

video gaming [18].  
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2.5. Power optimization techniques  

Since power consumption of the network nodes is the major constraint to 

address in such WSN applications, various methodologies have been being 

explored on all wireless network protocol stack. The developed techniques are 

aiming to extend power consumption minimization more and more in the 

already developed wireless standards for ultra-low power applications. 

Although going up in the protocol stack makes things highly abstracted, 

effective techniques are being actively developed for power reduction. 

2.5.1. Application layer: 

Many different techniques can be used at the application layer to reduce 

power of network nodes. Load partitioning is a well-known, effective, and 

commonly used technique. Intensive computation of applications can be 

carried out on the base station – the central node – instead of distributing it 

among the network nodes. Therefore, the work done by individual nodes in the 

network is much more relaxed. In this scheme, the nodes send requests to the 

central node in order to process the required computation on its behalf and 

wait for the results. There are many various other application specific 

methodologies. For example, heavy data processing applications use various 

efficient compression algorithms to decrease the number of the bytes to be 

transmitted between the network nodes. On the other hand, database 

applications are currently exploring new algorithms to index and retrieve the 

data, and perform query operations to reduce the required communication 

among nodes. Furthermore, power-aware operating systems (OS) have been 

developed specifically to target WSNs such as Contiki, MANTIS, etc [19].  

2.5.2. Transport layer: 

At the transport layer, power saving can be addressed through the efficient 

handling of the necessary retransmission of data due to the packet losses in a 

faulty links. In the traditional wired networks, the packet losses are used to 

identify the congestion paths between the network nodes. Therefore, transport 

layer applies a re-routing mechanism. However, in wireless links, the packet 

losses do not necessarily happen to occur due to congestion. Taking this fact 

into consideration, the unnecessary immediate re-routing decisions – which 

may terribly impact the power performance because of the packets 

transmission forwarding through longer paths – could be avoided. 
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2.5.3. Network layer: 

Network layer optimization is concerned with the power-efficient routing 

algorithms along with the employed network topology in the system. 

Intelligent algorithms should utilize the shortest path between the directly 

uncontended communicating nodes to reduce the required packets forwarding 

between communicating nodes while avoiding possible nodes contention or 

paths congestions. 

2.5.4. Data link layer: 

A very common technique to decrease the power consumption in a 

network at the data link layer is the packet scheduling protocol based 

algorithms. The bundling of multiple packets into a single burst to be 

transmitted decreases the overhead bytes which is associated with each packet 

– added by the data link layer – to be individually transmitted. In addition, the 

packet scheduling may reduce the re-transmission rate due to the packet loss. It 

defers the packets transmission targeting a specific node to a time when this 

target node is capable of receiving and processing more packets.  

2.5.5. MAC layer: 

At MAC layer, the power reduction techniques rely mainly on the sleep 

scheduling protocols. The network nodes do not have data to transmit and 

similarly they would not need to receive data continuously all the time. 

Therefore they could operate under a duty cycling scheme to obtain effective 

power savings. Three main schemes providing duty cycled wireless 

communication have been presented in [20]: 

2.5.5.1. Synchronous: 

All nodes in the network are periodically synchronized. 

Successful communication is guaranteed, but the power overhead 

due to the required periodic synchronization and re-transmission 

may degrade the power performance of the whole system. Moreover, 

it would not be suitable for the latency-critical applications where 

the receiving node may keep missing repeated transmissions from 

another node till it wakes up on the next cycle. On the other hand, 

many applications utilize heavy duty cycling – 1% duty cycle – of 

this scheme since their nodes are in sleep mode most of the time. 

2.5.5.2. Pseudo-asynchronous: 

In this scheme, nodes are in a standby mode – rather than the 

sleep mode in the synchronous scheme – and they are only waken up 
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when receiving a target request packet from the transmitting node. 

This scheme is optimized over the synchronous scheme for 

applications which have long off periods where no necessary 

periodic wake-ups and synchronization are needed. 

2.5.5.3. Asynchronous: 

In this scheme, the network nodes are comprising of two 

receivers: the main receiver and a wake-up (WuRX) receiver. The 

main receiver remains off until signaled by the WuRX which 

remains always on, monitoring the channel for an incoming wake-up 

packet. The main receiver is waken up to handle main data packets 

then back to the sleep mode again. This scheme is considered as the 

most power efficient one. WuRX power consumption should indeed 

be negligible compared to the main receiver power. Moreover, 

power could be reduced by duty cycling the WuRX itself; resulting a 

new hybrid scheme. Therefore, this scheme is divided to two 

methodologies: always-on mode, and duty-cycled mode. Although 

duty-cycled mode turns this scheme to synchronous, WuRX duty 

cycling is much more relaxed than main receiver duty cycling due to 

the fact it has negligible power – few microwatts or even sub-uW 

power. As a result, power latency tradeoff could be easily 

compromised using this scheme. Too many works have been 

proposing WuRX designs where they are either as simple as power 

detection circuit [21] – [25] or as capable as main receivers in 

modulating signals, retrieving data, and securely waking up main 

receivers without being deceived with a false alarms [2], [3], [26] – 

[28]. 

 

2.5.6. Physical layer: 

A lot of smart techniques for power reduction at physical layer can save 

the significant power consumption portion along with the MAC layer. Since 

nodes spend most of the time in the idle state, minimizing leakage currents is 

commonly adopted as a design requirement for circuits either in RF front end 

 

 

 
Figure 2.1: Energy-detection receiver architecture [3] 
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, or digital baseband. Therefore they employ high threshold voltage and 

FinFET devices offered by the CMOS processes. Technology scaling, CPU 

voltage scaling, variable clock CPUs, flash memory, and disk spin down 

techniques can be used to reduce the active power as well [29]. 

Techniques can be classified into two main categories; First category 

system level methodologies represented in effective low power receiver 

architectures, and second category involves innovative circuit techniques for 

low power implementation of the receiver building blocks. 

 

2.5.6.1. Receiver Architectures: 

2.5.6.1.1. Energy-Detection Receivers 

 Energy-detection receivers are the simplest architectures. Figure 

2.1 shows one of the most common architectures of the energy-detection 

receivers. They are the most power efficient receivers because they include no 

power hungry building blocks like the LO and mixers. The RF signal is 

regularly amplified through the LNA. Then it is self-mixed to be down-

converted to the baseband. Afterwards the baseband signal is passed through a 

LPF to perform adjacent channel rejection. Finally, the signal level is 

compared against a reference voltage to obtain either zero, or one. Although 

energy-detection receivers can achieve sub-µW power consumption, they are 

only limited to the OOK modulation schemes. OOK modulation scheme 

might not be suitable to many applications, and have a small data rates. The 

power-detection architectures had been widely adopted in WuRX. Sub-µW 

WuRX have been introduced in [30] – [31] at the cost of the reduced 

sensitivity. 

 

2.5.6.1.2. Super-regenerative Receivers 

 

Super-regenerative architecture, shown in figure 2.2, is one of the most 

common low-power receivers, and widely employed in the WSNs. They are 

mainly based on a super-regenerative oscillator, SRO. The key idea is to use a 

duty-cycled, quench node, oscillator which starts the oscillation with a build-

up time proportional to the received RF signals power level. The SRO then 

dissipates the stored power in its tank through the baseband blocks, 

representing a non-linear filter behavior. SROs are usually realized using an 

external high-Q resonators, like the Bulk Acoustic Wave (BAW), which are 

consuming large area and costly. In addition, the maximum data rates are 

limited by the build-up time of the SRO oscillations. Low-power receivers, 

OOK and BFSK modulation schemes compliant, and achieving high  
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sensitivity have been proposed in [32] – [33]. 

 

2.5.6.1.3. Injection-locking Receivers 

 

 Injection-locking architectures, shown in figure 2.3, have been 

developed to extend the capability of the very simple energy-detection 

architectures to modulate a Frequency Shift Keying, FSK, signals while 

preserving its power efficiency and simplicity.  

Figure 2.2: Super-regenerative receiver architecture [33] 

Figure 2.3: Injection-locking receiver architecture [3] 
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 This architecture adds an injection-locking oscillator, ILO, directly 

following the LNA, to the energy-detection receiver architecture to convert 

the FSK modulated signals to an OOK signals. The ILO produces a constant 

envelope signal when injected by a signal with a frequency in the range of 

locking. On the other hand, a signal with a frequency outside the locking 

range causes an injection pulling. Therefore, a time-varying phase will result 

an amplitude modulated signal. In [34], A 640-µW receiver achieving -

87dBm sensitivity was introduced. The receiver utilized the injection-locking 

architecture. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Sliding IF receiver architecture [35] 

Figure 2.5: Direct conversion receiver architecture [35] 
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2.5.6.1.4. Sliding IF Receivers 

 

 The sliding IF receiver architecture is a dual-conversion super-

heterodyne architecture. It employs only single oscillator to realize both 𝐿𝑂1 

and 𝐿𝑂2. In the conventional super-heterodyne architecture, each LO was 

generated from a completely separate oscillator. This approach had a serious 

drawback that the multiple oscillators on the same chip experience an 

unwanted coupling. Instead, in the sliding IF architecture, the second local 

oscillator, 𝐿𝑂2, is derived from the first local oscillator, 𝐿𝑂1, through a 

frequency dividers.  

 Figure 2.4 shows a sliding IF receiver with frequency division ratio 

of two. The first IF, in the sliding IF architecture, is not a constant. It varies, 

or slides – that’s where the naming comes from, as the RF signal frequency 

varies across the target band. For example, assuming that the receiver, in 

figure 2.4, has zero second IF, then the 𝑓𝐿𝑂1 will be 
2

3
 𝑓𝑖𝑛 and the 𝑓𝐼𝐹1 will 

equal to 
1

3
 𝑓𝑖𝑛. 

 The Sliding IF architecture raises tradeoff between the image 

rejection and the accuracy of the LO quadrature generation. Higher frequency 

division ratios result a lower 𝐿𝑂2. Therefore, a smaller mismatches between 

the LO quadrature phases are indeed required. On the other hand, frequency 

difference between the RF signal and its image decreases as the 𝐿𝑂2 is 

reduced which in turn makes it difficult to reject the image, and the thermal 

noise of both the antenna and the LNA in the image band through the RF 

filters 

 

2.5.6.1.5. Direct Conversion Receivers 

 

 Direct Conversion, Zero-IF or homodyne architecture, shown in 

figure 2.5, is one of the most common architectures in all wireless 

applications. The main advantages of direct conversion architecture over 

traditional heterodyne receivers [34] are: 

1. A simpler frequency planning 

2. absence of image frequencies 

3. Low-pass filters easily realized as an integrated active filter instead of 

band-pass filters which have stringent tradeoffs between center frequency 

and quality factor 

4.  Reduced mixing spurs 
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In the direct conversion receivers, the RF signals are directly down-converted 

to the baseband after the low noise amplification. Asymmetrically-modulated 

signals will be corrupted when they are down-converted to the basebands.  

 Therefore the typical direct conversion receiver provides two 

paths, I and Q, to separate the baseband signals through their phases. 

Although the direct conversion architecture entails some drawbacks, such as 

DC offset; LO leakage; even-order distortion; flicker noise; and I/Q mismatch, 

they have been developed over years to overcome these issues. Like the 

conventional heterodyne receivers, they require band-select filter at the front 

end which is usually costly and bulky such as: Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) 

or Film Bulk Acoustic wave (FBAR) filters. Many works had been reported 

utilizing direct conversion architecture in [36] – [41] achieving tailored specs 

of each application. 

2.5.6.1.6. Low-IF Receivers 

 The low-IF architecture is similar to the direct conversion 

architecture except for RF signal is down-converted to a low intermediate 

frequency (IF), which is very near to baseband. Therefore two main issues of 

the direct conversion architecture are avoided; flicker noise and DC offset. On 

the other hand, the image rejection is required. In the low-IF receivers, image 

and desired frequencies are in the same band, unlike conventional heterodyne 

receivers. Most of standards, especially narrowband standards, have much 

relaxed adjacent channel tolerance compared to out-of-band blocker tolerance. 

Hence a moderate Image Rejection Ratio, IRR, would be sufficient.  

 The Low-IF architecture requires both I and Q paths for image 

rejection which is achieved through either a polyphase or a complex filters. 

Two receiver chain paths demands 2x of power consumption in the baseband 

blocks and extra LO power consumption for the I/Q generation in case of 

single phase RF signal driving the mixers. 

2.5.6.2. System power-efficient techniques: 

2.5.6.2.1. Mixer first front end 

 LNAs are usually used as first active block in the receivers to 

provide a low return loss and essential low-noise voltage gain over entire 

target RF band. Due to their wide bandwidth and high operational frequency 

requirements, the LNAs require significant high power consumption. 

Alternatively, a mixer-first configuration was proposed where the LNA is 

deferred from the RF band to a much lower IF band, in order to aggressively 

cut down the power consumption and the effective bandwidth requirements. In 

this case, the mixers must provide a high linear frequency responses to 

guarantee wide RF input signal dynamic.  
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2.5.6.2.2. Harmonic down-conversion 

 

 The conventional fundamental-order mixers down-convert RF 

signal to IF by mixing it with local oscillator frequency. For example; the LO 

fundamental harmonic is mixed with the RF frequency to generate the IF as 

explained by 

 

𝜔𝐼𝐹 = 𝜔𝑅𝐹 − 𝜔𝐿𝑂 

 

However, in the sub-harmonic mixer, the LO harmonic frequency is used to be 

mixed with the RF frequency in order to generate the LO, i.e.  

 

𝜔𝐼𝐹 = 𝜔𝑅𝐹 − 𝑛 𝜔𝐿𝑂 

 

where n is the nth harmonic of the LO. 

 Thus, The LO signal is a fractional sub-harmonic of the RF 

frequency. There are many advantages of using sub-harmonic mixers. 

1) Simplified LO generation: it is hard to generate a local oscillator signal 

with a low-phase noise because of lower quality-factors of passive 

components and the lower current gain of transistors. In current 

technologies, the lower frequency oscillators have a better phase noise 

performance, due to a higher transistor current gain at lower frequencies  

and a better passive devices in the newer technologies 

2) DC offset reduction: direct-conversion receivers highly utilize this 

advantage. In the fundamental-order mixer, LO signal leaking from 

oscillator port into RF port will self-mix with the LO to cause DC 

offsets. Therefore, they could saturate baseband circuits which follow 

receiver or corrupt baseband signal. To avoid this, using a sub-harmonic 

mixer is a candidate solution, where self-mixing will not fall at the 

baseband or cause a DC offsets, because the LO frequency is a 

fractional harmonic of RF frequency 
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3) LO buffers power consumption: the consumed power in LO buffer 

circuitry can be large at the high LO frequencies. If LO frequency is a 

subharmonic fraction of RF frequency, the required power in the buffers 

shall be significantly reduced. Moreover, in the future phased-array 

applications, – where single LO could be imagined to drive a multiple 

receiver elements – the routing losses hence the LO buffers power 

consumption could be decreased through using a sub-harmonic mixers. 

 

2.5.6.3. Circuit power-efficient techniques: 

2.5.6.3.1. Passive building blocks 

 

 The ultra-low power receivers employ a passive building blocks 

whenever possible in order to reduce the active power consumption. There 

are many various blocks which can be implemented using completely 

passive elements. 

1) Transformer-based amplification: Transformers have been utilized at 

the front end of the receivers for a single-ended to a differential 

conversion. In principle, the 1-to-N transformer could amplify input 

voltage by N factor and transform impedance seen by its secondary to 

the value necessary for matching, a 50 Ω. However, the imperfections 

such as: limited magnetic coupling; power loss, hence noise; and 

substantial capacitive coupling may degrade performance too much as 

to defeat the main purpose. In [40], a stacked structure transformer has 

been investigated to optimally design the front-end transformer which 

replaces the traditional LNA, with a compromise between the voltage 

gain, and the capacitive coupling and losses. It achieves a noise figure 

of 4.5 dB, 12 dB gain, and |𝑆11| > 12 dB using a complete passive front 

end. 

 

2) Passive mixer: The passive mixer as a first block in receiver chains 

comes as the very appealing front-ends for the ultra-low power 

receivers. Passive mixer consume no power while directly down-

converting the RF input signal to an IF for both amplification and 

filtering at much lower rate, hence power consumption. However, 

several implications arise from the mixer switches being as the very first 

block after the matching network.  
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The first issue is receiver’s input impedance and matching requirements 

with the antenna. The passive mixer is transparent. Therefore, its input 

impedance strongly depends on baseband impedance presented to it. In 

addition, re-radiation back to antenna through mixer switches results in 

dependence on the impedance at the mixer RF port. Thus, the matching 

network of the mixer-first architectures must be carefully designed in 

order to account for both load and source impedances of mixer. 

The second issue is the noise figure of the mixer, and its effect on the 

performance of the overall system. Mainly, this drawback is due to the 

passive mixers transparency which results in the up-conversion of the 

baseband signals and the re-radiation, hence signal power loss. Passive 

mixer-first architecture could be used in both the high-performance 

receivers as well as the low power nodes. They have been showing a 

competitive performance metrics against the traditional LNA-first 

receivers. 
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3) Polyphase filter: The polyphase filter is a symmetric RC network with 

both inputs and outputs organized symmetrically in a relative phases as 

shown in figure 2.6. If the input frequency is 1 2𝜋𝑅𝐶⁄  , a two adjacent 

inputs are shifted by +45º and −45º to the output. The branches outputs 

constructively add for the counterclockwise quadrature inputs while 

destructively add for the clockwise quadrature inputs. Figure 2.7 shows 

the response of filter to the two sets of phasors. For the image rejection, 

the desired and image signals are first down-converted by the 

quadrature LO phases. It maps them to same frequency but into a two 

opposite sequences. This follows from the trigonometric identities 

 

   𝑠𝑖𝑛( 𝜔𝐿𝑂  ±  𝜔𝐼𝐹)𝑡 x 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔𝐿𝑂 𝑡 

= 
1

2
 ( 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜔𝐼𝐹 𝑡 −  𝑐𝑜𝑠( 2𝜔𝐿𝑂 +  𝜔𝐼𝐹) 𝑡 ) 

          → 
1

2
  𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜔𝐼𝐹 𝑡 (Higher order components ae filtered) 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2.6: Classic RC polyphase filter [11] 
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   𝑠𝑖𝑛( 𝜔𝐿𝑂  ±  𝜔𝐼𝐹)𝑡 x 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜔𝐿𝑂 𝑡 

   = 
1

2
 ( ± 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔𝐼𝐹 𝑡  + 𝑠𝑖𝑛( 2𝜔𝐿𝑂 +  𝜔𝐼𝐹) 𝑡 ) 

          → ± 
1

2
  𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔𝐼𝐹 𝑡 (Higher order components ae filtered) 

There are many practical design considerations for the polyphaser filters 

as follows: 

 

A. Bandwidth:  

The polyphase filter rejects an input sequence fully only 

at the RC frequency. Away from this frequency, the image 

rejection is weaker. Therefore, multiple stagger-tuned stages of 

polyphase filter must be cascaded if a robust image rejection is 

required across wide band. Figure 2.8 shows the image rejection  

 

through a five stage polyphase filter, whose pole frequencies are 

distributed over the desired bandwidth. 

The logarithmically-spaced poles is the most common 

criteria for the poles distribution. In addition, the filter must be 

Figure 2.7: Polyphase filter passes one input sequence, counterclockwise, 

and nulls the other input sequence [11] 

Figure 2.8: Cascade response of five-stage stagger-tuned RC polyphase 

filter [11] 
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designed in order to attenuate over a wider channel bandwidth – 

by 25% - since on-chip RC time constant may vary – due to 

process – with up to a ±25% from the actual value [11]. 

 

B. Component Matching:  

The mismatch in transfer function of each polyphase 

branch means that phasors which are representing image signal 

will no longer exactly cancel. The careful layout design and the 

skillful layout techniques must be followed in order to minimize 

the mismatches for a better obtained image rejection. 

 

 

C. Noise: 

In the multistage polyphase filter, all resistors contribute 

noise. However, similarly as the desired signal, the noise 

originating in first few stages is attenuated while traversing the 

filter along with desired signal. If all stages use an equal 

resistors but a different capacitors for the stagger tuning, the 

voltage noise spectral density, 4KTR, of the last stage dominates 

at output. Therefore, the resistance of the last stage defines the 

whole filter noise and must be lower than the upper limit of the 

target noise. 

 

D. Input Impedance:  

The polyphase filter input impedance is strongly 

frequency dependent. In the multistage polyphase filter which is 

loaded at output with a capacitance only – no resistive path to 

the ground – which implies a very high input impedance at the 

dc. At the first stage pole frequency, input impedance falls. 

When a mixer with wideband input drives the polyphase filter, 

its voltage gain at the low frequency will be larger than the gain 

Figure 2.9: Normalized prototype lumped-element circuit for a 

quadrature hybrid coupler [43] 
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to desired signal at pole frequency. A strong adjacent channel 

interferers may down-convert in the low-IF RX to lower than 

pole frequency and therefore may saturate the receiver. 

Therefore, polyphase filter must be driven by a low source 

impedance, such as the source followers. 

 

4) Quadrature generation: The simple RC-CR pair, adopted by the 

polyphase filters, is the most common, widely used and the simplest 

scheme of passive quadrature. They can be employed either in the RF 

signal path or the LO path. When synthesized in the RF path, the RC-

CR scheme introduces a signal loss. Moreover, its functionality relies on 

the resistors and capacitors absolute values – which are prone to the 

process variations. In principal, a higher-order RC-CR structures with 

more RC-CR pairs in cascade could be implemented, which enhances 

tolerance against the process variations by trading-off a higher signal 

loss. On the other hand, the RC-CR pair realization in LO path 

minimizes the swing of the LO signal from a VCO which is directly 

driving the mixers while avoiding an incurred loss in the RF path. In 

order to compensate for a reduced LO swing, high swing buffers could 

be used to drive the mixers at expense of the required power 

consumption of the drivers. 

Another approach for the generation of passive quadrature is use 

of a directional couplers. Typically, they are made using a resonant, 

quarter-wavelength transmission line elements as the circuit building 

blocks. Although they are commonly used in the microwave hybrid 

circuits, they are too large for an on-chip integration in the 

semiconductor technology at a low RF frequencies. For example, 

wireless applications in a 1 – 5 GHz frequency range, the lengths of a 

resonant elements are on order of centimeter or more [42]. Therefore, a 

lumped circuits have been designed in order to emulate the microwave 

directional couplers in [42] and [43]. Figure 2.9 shows typical 

transformer based directional coupler. 
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2.5.6.3.2. High-Q filters 

 

 The N-path narrow band-pass filters theory was first developed in 

1947 [44]. Several years later, revisited in 1960 [45] and 1983 [46]. This 

theory is based on the double modulation where a Low-Pass Filter (LPF) is 

placed between a two N-path passive mixers – each one modeled as a simple 

parallel switch network as shown in figure 2.10.a – driven by the non-

overlapping N-phase LO signal which is generated from global clock 𝐿𝑂0. 

Each LO phase has interval time of on-state duty-cycle equal to the cycle 

period of the LO (𝑇𝐿𝑂) over the 𝑁 paths number ( 
𝑇𝐿𝑂

𝑁⁄  ). Figure 2.10.b 

shows the timing diagram of N non-overlapping clocks. The first mixer down-

converts the RF input signal to an IF frequency by mixing with LO (𝜔𝐼𝐹 = 

𝜔𝑅𝐹,𝑖𝑛 − 𝜔𝐿𝑂). At IF-band, the signals are low-pass filtered through an 

identical low-pass filters located in each path. The resulting IF signals are then 

up-converted back to the RF by mixing with LO through second 

mixer ( 𝜔𝑅𝐹,𝑜𝑢𝑡  =  𝜔𝐼𝐹  +  𝜔𝐿𝑂 ). To provide an isolation between two 

switches of each path, delay stage is introduced in the LO signal path in order 

to drive the second N-path mixer. Therefore, resulting output frequency 

response presents narrow Band-Pass Filter (BPF) which is centered at LO 

frequency. This BPF response is IF LPF frequency centered at the DC 

translated to the RF. This theory could be extended to narrow-band notch 

filters as well by replacing LPF with High-Pass Filter (HPF) [47] and [48], as 

shown in figure 2.10.c. 

The ideal N-path passive-mixers (N-PPMs) are defined by combination 

of the N passive paths which are connected in parallel. Paths are composed of 

an ideal switch which allows the current to flow in both directions: from the 

input to the output and from the output to the input. The passive mixers 

transparency offers the bidirectional response between a high-frequency input 

and a down-converted output. Therefore, the BPF response could be obtained 

at the input node by single N-PPM as shown in figure 2.11. This effect is 

explained as an impedance frequency translation from a low-frequency IF 

mixer output node to a high-frequency RF mixer input node. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 2.10: N-path passive mixer (a) band-pass filter and (b) notch 

filter configurations. (c) N-path mixer clock distribution [65] 
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Recently, the N-Path Passive Mixer (N-PPM) flexibility has been 

widely, extensively studied through a different architectures for various types 

of the wireless telecommunication applications. In General, three types of N-

path mixer configurations were proposed according to number of paths: 2-

PPM, 4-PPM and 8-PPM. These architectures utilize the N-path mixer BPF 

response in order to provide a high interferer rejection while avoiding any 

external high-Q resonators. In context of standardized radio communications – 

addressed so far with such techniques – design effort has been targeted at the 

linearity and noise optimization. High-IIP3 mixer linearity was obtained by 

driving passive mixers with a large swing LO signals which are provided from 

a high voltage supplies [49]. The low noise figure performance was achieved 

by increasing the paths number and using an active feedback loop Frequency-

Translational Noise-Cancelling (FTNC) techniques – implemented by a 

parallel N-PPM configurations placed at receiver front-end [50]. Despite their 

performance, these active feedback loops are not convenient for the ULP 

applications. Moreover, increasing the paths number results in increasing the 

clock circuitry complexity. Therefore, the overall system power consumption 

degrades. In IC design, the N-phase LO signal is typically generated from 

global 𝐿𝑂0 clock by using a digital frequency dividers. In this case, 𝐿𝑂0 

frequency is directly proportional to the used paths number ( 𝑓𝐿𝑂,0  =

 𝑁 𝑓𝑅𝐹
2⁄  ). Therefore, for 4-PPM and 8-PPM, the global 𝐿𝑂0 frequency is 2𝑓𝑅𝐹 

and 4𝑓𝑅𝐹 respectively. This behavior could strongly affect system power 

consumption, especially in the case of the digital circuits (like ring oscillator), 

for which power consumption is directly proportional to their operational 

Figure 2.11: Single mixer N-path BPF configuration and respective 

frequency responses [65] 
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frequency. In all these high-performant N-PPM based receivers, power 

consumption is set above a 10 𝑚𝑊. Taking the generation requirement of a 

high-frequency 𝐿𝑂0 into account – digital circuitry required to generate N-

phase LO and buffer stages required to drive mixer switches – N-PPM power  

 

consumption optimization could be obtained by minimizing the paths number. 

 

2.5.6.3.3. Current reuse (recycling) and building blocks stacking 

 

Current reuse is one of the most common and efficient techniques 

developed and successfully applied to many building blocks like amplifiers, 

mixers, OTA cells for filters, and VCO. 

The basic idea in this technique is to maintain the NMOS transistor 

transconductance while reducing the drain current by two, as first introduced 

in [51]. Thus, power consumption of a circuit could be reduced without a 

compromise to gain, linearity, and other parameters which are directly related 

to transconductance. 

Figure 2.12(a) shows a single NMOS device (𝑀1) which has an aspect ratio of 

𝑊/𝐿 with drain current I. With these dimensions, 𝑀1 transconductance is gm. 

On the other hand, drawn in figure 2.12(b) are two NMOS transistors which 

are connected in parallel (𝑀2, 𝑀3). Their aspect ratio is half of 𝑀2 hence, half 

𝑀1  current flows in each (𝐼/2), but total current flowing through the 

compound is I. In this case, equivalent transconductance of the compound is 

𝑔𝑚2,3 = 𝑔𝑚2 +  𝑔𝑚3 = 𝑔𝑚. Therefore, both configurations in figure 2.12(a) and 

figure 2.12(b) are equivalent. In figure 2.12(c) one of the NMOS transistors 

was substituted by PMOS (device 𝑀4). Both transistors 𝑀4 and 𝑀5 have same 

dimensions as of figure 2.12(b). The equivalent compound transconductance is 

the same as in previous cases 𝑔𝑚4,5 = 𝑔𝑚4 +  𝑔𝑚5 = 𝑔𝑚2,3 = 𝑔𝑚, but in this 

Figure 2.12: Current reuse operation principle [51] 
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case total current is half, as the same current flows through both transistors. 

The input capacitance is nearly equal to  𝑀1 input capacitance. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.14: Current reuse VCO [53] 

Figure 2.13: Resistive feedback current reuse configuration 
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The current reuse principle could be applied to any active circuit 

because of its simplicity. It became popular technique for the power saving. 

The resistive feedback current reuse configuration, shown in figure 2.13, has 

been widely used in modern receivers either as front-end LNAs or baseband 

amplifiers [3], [9], [10], and [52]. The CMOS VCO circuit employs both 

NMOS and PMOS cross-coupled pairs act as the negative impedance to 

sustain LC tank oscillation, shown in figure 2.14, is using the current reuse  

 

technique to achieve a better phase noise at the same power consumption as 

conventional LC VCO which are employing only either NMOS or PMOS [53]. 

The current reuse technique has been extended to recycle currents from 

one building block to another. It also known as blocks stacking or cascoding. 

A typical, well-known, and popular application is the single stage receiver 

frontend called LNA-Mixer-VCO (LMV) cell which had been firstly 

introduced in [54], as shown in figure 2.15. The LNA, mixer and VCO are 

sharing same devices which play double role, one at the RF and one at the IF, 

without introducing any conflicts between the two domains. For example, 

transistors 𝑀0 act as a LNA at RF, while providing a DC bias current to VCO, 

or similarly 𝑀1 – 𝑀2 perform mixing task while contributing – together with 

capacitance 𝐶2 – to VCO operation at RF. Therefore, several contradicting 

tasks have been successfully merged: the current reuse, reduction of device 

Figure 2.15: Single LC tank quadrature LMV cell [54] 
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count, the multiple functionality with no spurious interactions, and 

compatibility with the low supply voltage. 

 

2.5.6.3.4. Reduced supply voltage 

 

The power consumption is directly proportional to supply voltage (P = V.I). 

Transistors’ transconductance is the main circuit parameter affecting the circuit metrics. 

For a given transconductance value produced through a given current budget which flows 

into transistors, the supply voltage can be decreased to reduce the power consumption of 

the circuit while preserving the design requirements. 

2.6. Summary 

Power consumption of WSN nodes is the major constraint to address in such 

applications. Continuous research is ongoing to develop efficient energy harvesting units 

capable of sustaining an independent supply sources for nodes in WSN applications. In 

parallel, low power radios are investigated to develop a power efficient RF modules can 

operate from the new harvesters once enabled. Many techniques presented in this chapter 

on different layers, starting from PHY layer up to the very high level layer of application, 

can be brought up together to help in developing the next generation of low power radios. 
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Chapter 3 : System Design 

This chapter focuses on the BT5.1/BLE receiver system design based on 

the literature survey presented in the previous chapter to derive the specs of 

building blocks.  

The proposed BT5.1/BLE receiver operates in two modes; low power, and 

high performance. In the low power mode, mixer down-converts RF signal 

using third harmonic of LO to compensate for the impact of I/Q, necessary for 

low-IF architecture adopted, LO generation on power consumption while 

normally down-converts RF signal using fundamental LO component in high 

performance mode. The receiver incorporates a configurable integrated 

matching circuit to adapt input impedance change between the two modes due 

to 4-phase passive mixers transparency at the front end. The mixer first 

architecture allows LNA to operate at IF, unlike conventional LNA first 

architecture where LNAs are at RF and hence require high power 

consumption. A configurable complex filter permits both BT5.1 and BLE 

operation in both receiver modes. Software at the top layer can drive the PHY 

layer to either mode or wireless standard. The proposed receiver utilizes 

reduced supply voltage and current reuse which enable achieving required 

transcondactunce, 𝑔𝑚, to meet specs of building blocks while at effective low 

power. 

 

3.1. Receiver Architecture 

Receiver architecture choice depends on:  

1. Radio frequency  

2. Modulation scheme  

3. Required Signal to Noise Ratio, SNR, and interference ratio  

4. Process technology  

5. Application 

Direct conversion and low-IF architectures are the most common receiver 

architecture for low power applications while preserving target system 

specifications. Both architectures offer high level of integration which helps in 

meeting low cost requirement of WSN applications. Flicker noise has severe 

impact on direct conversion architecture where its corner frequency falls in the 

range of tens or even hundreds of megahertz in current CMOS technologies. 

DC offsets generated by 1) LO leakage and self-mixing, 2) second order 

nonlinearity, 3) systematic and random process mismatches saturate the 

baseband circuits and hence prohibit signal detection. Direct conversion 

receivers have no image frequency. 
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Low-IF architecture avoids direct conversion architecture issues. Although 

low-IF architecture has image frequency, it relaxes the required image 

rejection much more than conventional heterodyne architectures. Moreover, 

narrowband standards for WSN like Bluetooth, BLE, ZigBee, etc have more 

relaxed adjacent channel interference tolerance which reduces the image 

rejection specification. 

Therefore low-IF architecture is favored for Bluetooth and BLE standard 

compliant receivers implemented in CMOS process. Figure 3.1 shows the 

receiver architecture. 

 

3.2. Receiver system design 

Understanding the system and pinpointing the power saving features, is 

the key to design an optimum low power receiver. A summary of the 

Bluetooth5.1 and BLE target specifications is shown in Table 3.1. Although 

Bluetooth/BLE specifications have relaxed sensitivity levels of − 70 dBm, 

earlier research works and industry are pushing this level to much lower 

values, below − 90 dBm. 

 

Figure 3.1: Receiver architecture 
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3.2.1. Noise Figure (NF): 

To get the required NF for the receive chain; the required Signal-to-Noise 

ratio (SNR) at the demodulator input to achieve the Bit Error Rate mentioned 

in Table 3.1 should be obtained. 

 

Table 3.1: BLUTOOTH5 AND BLE TARGETED SPECIFICATIONS 

SUMMARY 

 

 

 

 

Bluetooth5.1 

 

BLE 

Frequency band (MHz)  2400 – 2483.5 

Number of channels 79 40 

Channel Spacing 

(MHz) 

1 2 

Image frequency 

Interference, 

 𝐶 𝐼𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒
⁄   (dB) 

 

– 9 

Data rate (Mbps) Up to 3 Up to 1 

Modulation scheme GFSK,  

π/4-DQPSK, 

8DPSK 

 

GFSK 

Sensitivity (dBm) – 70 

Maximum Usable 

Level (dBm) 
– 20 – 10 

Bit Error Rate (BER) 0.1 % 

 

𝐾 : Boltzmann’s constant   𝑇𝑜 : Room Temperature in Kelvin (300k) 

 

       Noise Factor (F) = 
𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑖

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑜
 = 

𝑆𝑖

𝑁𝑖
 . 

𝑁𝑜

𝑆𝑜
 

 

           = 
𝑆𝑖

𝐾 𝑇𝑜 𝐵𝑊
 . . 

1

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑜
                   (3.1) 

 

    Noise Figure (NF) = 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝐹) = 𝑆𝑖 (dBm) + 174 (dBm)  

 

– 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝐵𝑊 – 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑜 (dB)       (3.2) 

 

where 𝑁𝑖𝑑𝐵𝑚
 = (𝐾 𝑇𝑜 𝐵𝑊)𝑑𝐵𝑚 =  –174 dBm + 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝐵𝑊 
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Ni represents the noise input to the circuit from a 50Ohm antenna, 

under impedance matching conditions. This is so called Noise floor. Thus, 

for a specific receiver (specific NF), as the input signal power increases, 

the output SNR increases. Therefore, the worst case output SNR occurs at 

the minimum input signal power (receiver sensitivity), since the receiver 

NF is constant versus input power. Noise Figure should be calculated at 

this worst case scenario. 

 

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛
 = (

𝑆𝑜

𝑁𝑜
 )𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 

𝐺𝑅𝑋  .  𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑁𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 + 𝐺𝑅𝑋 .  𝑁𝑖
            (3.3) 

 

As mentioned above, proposed Bluetooth/BLE receivers in the 

literature had pushed the sensitivity level to values better than – 90 dBm, 

although the standard defines much more relaxed levels, – 70 dBm. This 

work targets sensitivity level of – 94 dBm.  

For FSK modulation scheme:  

 

BER = 
1

2
 𝑒

− 1

2
  𝑆𝑁𝑅

              (3.4) 

 

Then the Signal to Noise Ratio, SNR, will be 11 dB for 10− 3 BER. 

On the other hand, according to [55] and [56], the SNR is about 9 

dB and 17.5 dB for 10− 3 BER in case of π/4-DQPSK and 8DPSK 

modulation schemes respectively. 

 

Substituting into (3.2) to get the required noise figure for BLE and 

each modulation scheme of BT5.1: 

 

𝑁𝐹𝐵𝐿𝐸,   2𝑀 = – 94 + 174 – 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(2 𝑥 106) – 11 = 6 dB         (3.5) 

 

𝑁𝐹𝐵𝐿𝐸,   1𝑀 = – 94 + 174 – 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(1 𝑥 106) – 11 = 9 dB         (3.6) 

 

𝑁𝐹𝐵𝑇5,   𝐺𝐹𝑆𝐾 = – 94 + 174 – 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(1 𝑥 106) – 11 = 9 dB         (3.7) 

 

𝑁𝐹𝐵𝑇5,   π/4−DQPSK = – 94 + 174 – 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(1 𝑥 106) – 9 = 11 dB    (3.8) 

 

𝑁𝐹𝐵𝑇5,   8DQPSK = – 90 + 174 – 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(1 𝑥 106) – 17.5 = 6.5 dB    (3.9) 

 

A noise figure of 6 dB is targeted to achieve up to 2 Mbps data rate 

and better than – 94 dBm sensitivity level for BLE, whereas for BT5.1, 

up to 3 Mbps data rate and – 90 dBm sensitivity level. 
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3.2.2. Receiver Gain: 

Since the receiver dynamic ranges for BT5.1 and BLE are 70 dB and 

84 dB respectively, one receiver gain stage cannot be used. This is the 

reason a variable gain amplifier, VGA, with multiple gains to relax the 

dynamic range required from the succeeding block (demodulator). An 

additional modification to relax the steps of the VGA is to switch off the 

LNA and replace it with an attenuator at higher input power levels. At 

such levels, the input SNR is very high reducing the importance of 

having an LNA or to reduce the overall receiver NF. 

Assuming the Analog-to-Digital, ADC, or demodulator input 

dynamic range ranges from −10 dBm to 2 dBm. This corresponds to 0.4 

𝑉𝑝𝑝 differential to 0.8 𝑉𝑝𝑝 differential in a 50Ohm resistor for a 0.7 V 

supply system. So the maximum gain and minimum gain can be 

calculated: 

 

𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛. = min. Required chain output – min. Input power  

 

                   = – 10 – (– 94) = 84                                  (3.10) 

 

𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥. = max. Required chain output – max. Input power  

 

                   = 2 – (– 20) = 22                                  (3.11) 

 

This wide dynamic input power range requires gain distribution 

over the receiver chain building blocks. The VGA steps will be 

exercised across the different input power levels. 

 

3.2.3. Linearity (Third order Input Intercept Point 𝑰𝑰𝑷𝟑): 

Bluetooth5.1 and BLE standards define a two tone test to measure 

the receiver 𝐼𝐼𝑃3. According to the standard, the actual sensitivity 

performance, BER is less than or equal to 10−3, shall be met under the 

following conditions: 

 

I. The wanted signal shall be at a frequency 𝑓0 with a power level 6 

dB over the reference sensitivity level. 

II. A static sine wave signal shall be at a frequency 𝑓1 with a power 

level of –50 dBm. 

III. An interfering signal shall be at a frequency 𝑓2 with a power level of 

– 50 dBm. 
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IV. When receiving with 1 Msym/s modulation, frequencies f0, f1 and 

f2 shall be chosen such that 𝑓0 = 2𝑓1 – 𝑓2 and | 𝑓2 – 𝑓1 | = n * 1 

MHz, where n can be 3, 4, or 5. 

V. When receiving with 1 Msym/s modulation, frequencies f0, f1 and 

f2 shall be chosen such that 𝑓0 = 2𝑓1 – 𝑓2 and | 𝑓2 – 𝑓1 | = n * 2 

MHz, where n can be 3, 4, or 5. 

VI. The receiver shall fulfill at least one of the three alternatives (n=3, 

4, or 5); different modulation schemes can use different alternatives. 

 

In order to have an output SNR larger than 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑜,   𝑚𝑖𝑛., the sum 

of the IM3 product and the 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑜,   𝑚𝑖𝑛. must be lower than the 

sensitivity plus the margin, Δ. This leads to a maximum IM3 given by 

𝑁𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 + Δ; thus the entire chain minimum IIP3 is equal to: 

 

 𝐼𝐼𝑃3 = 
1

2
 (3𝑃interferer − 𝐼𝑀3) 

 

    = 
1

2
 (3𝑃interferer −  𝑁𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 −  𝛥) 

 

    = 
1

2
 (3(−50) − (−174 + 60 + 6) − 6 ) 

 

                      = −24 dBm                (3.12) 

 

The foregoing  𝐼𝐼𝑃3 derivation is due to adjacent channel 

interferers specified by Bluetooth5.1 and BLE standards, called out of 

channel  𝐼𝐼𝑃3. The 1 dB compression point could be derived given 

the  𝐼𝐼𝑃3, assuming the whole receiver is modeled as a nonlinear system 

having a transfer function of y = 𝛼1x + 𝛼2𝑥2+ 𝛼3𝑥3 as follows: 

 

 𝐼𝐼𝑃3 = √0.145 |
𝛼1

𝛼3
|               (3.13) 

 

 𝐴1𝑑𝐵 = √
4

3
 |

𝛼1

𝛼3
|                

 

         = −28.82 dBm               (3.14) 

 

Where 𝛼1 is the first order signal component gain and 𝛼3 is the third 

order signal component gain. 
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3.2.4. Linearity (Second order Input Intercept Point 𝑰𝑰𝑷𝟐): 

Bluetooth5.1 and BLE standards have no definition for a two 

tone test to measure the receiver 𝐼𝐼𝑃2. However, the worst case scenario 

could be considered as follows: two in band blockers with a power level 

of – 50 dBm placed at 3 MHz and 6 MHz from the wanted channel with 

a power level 6 dB over the reference sensitivity level [57]. Thus the 

entire chain minimum  𝐼𝐼𝑃2 is equal to: 

 

    𝐼𝐼𝑃2 = 2𝑃interferer −  𝐼𝑀2 

 

 = 2𝑃interferer −  𝑁𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 −  𝛥 

 

        = 2(−50) − (−174 + 60 + 6) − 6  

 

                       = +2 dBm                (3.15) 

 

The derived value is definitely below the  𝐼𝐼𝑃2 achievable for the 

whole receiver with any architecture. Differential building blocks can 

achieve much more than the derived value since the differential signals 

eliminate second order components except for an amount of mismatch 

between them resulting from process variations and errors among 

matched devices.  

 

3.3. Summary 

The receiver system design applies for both the two modes of operation 

and both BT5.1 and BLE standards. Low-power mode relaxes the noise figure 

requirement at the cost of lower sensitivity levels for various BT5.1/BLE data 

rates. Table 3.2 summarizes the system level and receiver building blocks 

specifications. 
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Table 3.2: RECEIVER SYSTEM LEVEL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

 

System Level Specs Mixer Low-IF 

LNA 

Filter & 

VGA 

Matching Network 

Low-power 

mode 

High-

performance 

mode 

Low-

power 

mode 

High-

performance 

mode 

Both 

modes 

Both 

modes 

Low-

power 

mode 

High-

performance 

mode 

Noise Figure 

(dB) 

12.3 6 12 2 7 10 3 

In Band IIP3 

(dBm) 

−24 +5 −10 −3 +40 

IIP2 (dBm) +2 +5 +20 +30 +40 

 

Power (µw) 

 

600 

 

1200 

150 (for 

VCO, 

divider, 

buffers) 

750 (for 

VCO, 

divider, 

buffers) 

 

250 

 

200 

 

- 

Gain (dB) 48/81 55/88 3 28 20 to 55 2 10 

Sensitivity −91.5 dBm −94 dBm      

Data Rate 1Mbps or 2Mbps      

Phase Noise −102 dBc/Hz @ 2.5MHz      

Image 

Rejection 

Ratio 

 

More than 21 dB 

     

Out Band 

(OB) IIP3 

−30 dBm      

Receiver 

Architecture 

Low IF mixer first receiver 

Standard BT5.1/BLE 

Technology 65 nm 
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Chapter 4 : Receiver Design 

This chapter focuses on the receiver circuit design and techniques for low 

power operation and flexible configurability to operate either in high-

performance mode or low-power mode both meeting BT5.1 and BLE 

standards specifications. In addition,  four-phases passive mixer analysis based 

of Linear Time Variant, LTV, and Linear Time Invariant, LTI, models will be 

reviewed for fundamental LO component. The analysis is extended to explain 

harmonic down-conversion properties of passive mixers and discuss the 

benefits and drawbacks as well. 

4.1. Background and motivation 

Bluetooth technology is a short range, robust, low power, low cost, and 

widely customizable communication system aiming to connect various fixed 

and portable devices. Since earlier Bluetooth specification releases, it has been 

adopted in many applications due to its key features. Moreover, Bluetooth 

Low Energy (BLE) has been introduced for the first time in the fourth release 

of Bluetooth standard. Bluetooth/BLE operates in the same 2.4GHz ISM radio 

band as IEEE 802.11b/g/n/ax (WiFi) and IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee). 

Although Bluetooth has relaxed specifications, ultra-low power receivers, 

achieving sub-mW, are still a challenging task. Power-hungry blocks, like 

VCO, usually defines a lower limit for power performance. 

4.2. Receiver Architecture 

Figure 4.1 shows the proposed receiver architecture. It has a configurable 

front end matching circuit that interfaces the mixer core to the antenna. This 

provides impedance transformation for both modes since the input impedance 

of passive mixers depends on the mode of operation. The low-power mode 

utilizes down-converting the RF signals by the third harmonic component of 

the LO. The high-performance mode uses the fundamental component of the 

LO to down-convert the RF signals. In addition, the proposed design offers 

passive voltage gain to improve the overall sensitivity. A 4-phases passive 

mixer is directly following the matching circuit driven by 25% duty cycle non-

overlapping clocks. The 4-phases passive mixer is chosen as a compromise 

between the power consumption of the low-power mode operation and the 
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noise performance of the high-performance-mode operation. Figure 4.2 shows 

the tradeoffs in terms of the estimated receiver figure of merit (FOM 

= − 𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 10 log  
𝑃𝐷𝐶

𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒
) against the number of mixer phases [52]. 

 

The simplest 2-phases structure has superior power consumption at the 

expense of image rejection and poor noise performance. On the other hand, the 

power consumption dramatically increases as the number of the passive mixer 

phases increases because:  

1) The RX paths following the passive mixer are duplicated. 

2) The VCO runs at a higher frequency than the RF signal, 4x and 8x for 

8-phases and 16-phases respectively. 

3) The higher order and complex frequency dividers following the VCO 

are operating at high frequencies.  

4) The LO drivers are loaded by larger capacitances of the mixers’ gates. 

The 8 and 16-phases structures provide larger input impedance. 

Consequently they provide better impedance matching capability for both 

modes of operation, even with a very low mixer ON resistance, without the 

need for a matching circuit. In addition, they achieve better NF than the 4-

phases structure, although the NF improvement is small in the range of few 

GHz LO frequencies [58]. 

The The differential in-phase and quadrature mixer outputs are then 

applied to a Low-IF LNA. A third-order bandpass complex filter combines the 

in-phase and quadrature-phase signals to attenuate interferers at adjacent 

channels and reject the image. 

Figure 4.1: Proposed receiver architecture 
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Two controlled VCO cores are used to generate the desired LO signal for 

each mode of operation separately. One core is operating at almost twice the 

frequency of the received signal. Then it is followed by a frequency divider by 

two and non-overlapping clocks generator to provide both the I and Q LO near 

the received signal frequency, separated by IF of 10 MHz to avoid flicker 

noise. The wanted RF signal is down-converted normally by fundamental 

component. The other VCO core on the other hand operates near two-third of 

the received signal frequency, similarly for the frequency divider to divide the 

frequency by two. Then the desired RF signal is down-converted by the third 

harmonic of the LO. 

Passive mixer sizing should compromise among different tradeoffs such 

as: the input impedance seen by the matching circuit at the RF input port of the 

mixer, the noise generation of the mixer, and the input capacitance seen by the 

frequency divider and the buffers at the LO port of the mixer. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.2: Estimated FOM against number of passive mixer phases 
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4.3. Receiver circuit design 

4.3.1. Integrated Front End Matching Circuit 

A configurable matching circuit is required to adopt the two modes of 

operation. As will be discussed in the passive mixer analysis, the impedance 

transform term, γ, and shunt resistance 𝑅𝑠ℎ are highly dependent on the LO 

harmonic component of interest. Consequently, they change the input 

impedance seen at the RF port of the mixer in the two modes. 

Figure 4.1 shows a pi matching circuit topology used with variable 

inductor and capacitors to achieve matching in the two operation modes. In the 

high-performance mode, the matching circuit provides about 6-dB passive 

voltage gain. Therefore, it helps in improving the overall receiver sensitivity. 

In the low-power mode, the imaginary component of the input impedance seen 

at the RF port of the mixer is scaled down to a small term and varies slowly 

across the band, as will be shown later. Thus, it gives a better opportunity for 

good matching within the entire band.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Four-phases passive mixer configuration model loaded by 

sampling capacitors and resistors [61] 
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4.3.2. Four-Phases Passive Mixer  

Traditionally, LNAs were usually used as the first active RF block in 

receiver chains providing a gain stage with minimum added noise. Operating 

at high frequency; wide bandwidth; and low noise, LNAs consume 

considerable power of the total receiver power budget [35]. The mixer-first 

architecture defers the LNA to an IF, or baseband. Therefore, it reduces the 

power consumption and bandwidth requirements. The mixer-first architecture 

has been first introduced in [59]. 

In the literature, several articles have been done for analyzing, designing, 

and optimizing passive mixers [40], [41], [58 – 65]. They show competitive 

noise performance and matching compared to the conventional LNA-first 

receiver architecture. Moreover, the passive mixer-first receivers provide a 

high-Q filtering at the front end without the need for external, bulky, and 

costly RF filters such as Surface Acoustic Wave filters (SAW) [60].  

Although they are simple in structure, they have been used along with the 

baseband amplifiers to realize the complete receiver chain as proposed in [65]. 

In this work, the same 4-phase passive mixer analysis methodology, 

presented in [61], is followed to construct the simple Linear Time Invariant 

(LTI) model at the n-th order harmonic frequency of the LO. Figure 4.3 shows 

the simplified circuit model of the 4-phases passive mixer. 

In the Linear Time Variant, LTV, circuit of figure 4.3, starting from the 

charge conservation law, the accumulated charge during each LO phase 

through antenna resistance and the mixer switching resistance 𝑅𝑠𝑤, 𝑅′𝑎 = 𝑅𝑎 

+ 𝑅𝑠𝑤, equals to the dissipated charge through 𝑅𝐵 

 

𝑄𝑚 = 
𝑉𝑐,𝑚 𝑇𝐿𝑂

𝑅𝐵
 = ∫

𝑉𝑅𝐹(𝑡)− 𝑉𝑐,𝑚

𝑅′𝑎

(𝑚+1)
𝑇𝐿𝑂

4
− 

𝑇𝐿𝑂
8

𝑚
𝑇𝐿𝑂

4
− 

𝑇𝐿𝑂
8

 𝑑𝑡                (4.1) 

 

Given that RF signal is located at any harmonic of the LO, then 

 

𝑉𝑅𝐹(𝑡) = Acos(n𝜔𝐿𝑂t + Φ)                          (4.2) 

 

And assuming 𝑉𝑐,𝑚, baseband signals on the output capacitors, is at steady 

state, A(t) and Φ(t) are varying slowly relative to 𝑅′𝑎𝐶𝐿 and 𝑅𝐵𝐶𝐿 time 

constants, then substituting (4.2) into (4.1) 

 

𝑉𝑐,𝑚 = {

2√2

𝜋

𝑅𝐵

𝑅𝐵+4𝑅′𝑎

1

𝑛
 Acos (

𝑚𝑛

2
𝜋 +  Φ)    𝑛 = 1, 3, 9, 11, … 

−
2√2

𝜋

𝑅𝐵

𝑅𝐵+4𝑅′
𝑎

1

𝑛
 Acos (

𝑚𝑛

2
𝜋 +  Φ)    𝑛 = 5, 7, 13, 15, …

    (4.3) 

 

A virtual voltage for each LO harmonic is defined by 𝑉𝑥,𝑛. Assuming non-

overlapping clocks, 𝑉𝑥,𝑛 is always connected to only one output capacitor at a 
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time, thus 𝑉𝑥,𝑛 could be found by the up-conversion of baseband signals on the 

output capacitors  

 

𝑉𝑥,𝑛 = 
𝑉𝑐,0− 𝑉𝑐,2

2
 𝑉𝐿𝑂(n𝜔𝐿𝑂t) + 

𝑉𝑐,1− 𝑉𝑐,3

2
 𝑉𝐿𝑂(n𝜔𝐿𝑂t +  

𝜋

2
)          (4.4) 

 

Using Fourier transform of 25% clocks and substituting from (4.3) into (4.4) 

 

𝑉𝑥,𝑛 = 
8

(𝑛𝜋)2

𝑅𝐵

𝑅𝐵+4𝑅′𝑎
 Acos(n𝜔𝐿𝑂t +  Φ)                           (4.5) 

 

To compute the input impedance seen from the RF port of mixer, the input 

current is first calculated 

 

𝐼𝐴,𝑛(t) = 
𝑉𝑅𝐹(𝑡)− 𝑉𝑥,𝑛(𝑡)

𝑅′𝑎
 

 

    = 
4𝑅′𝑎 + (1− 

8

(𝑛𝜋)2)𝑅𝐵

𝑅𝐵𝑅′𝑎+4𝑅′𝑎
2  𝑉𝑅𝐹(𝑡)            (4.6) 

 

 
 

 
 

From the LTI model shown in figure 4.4, the current is obtained as 

 

                                    𝐼𝐴,𝑛 = 
γ𝑅𝐵 + 𝑅𝑠ℎ

𝛾𝑅𝐵 𝑅′𝑎+ 𝑅𝑠ℎ 𝑅′𝑎+ 𝛾𝑅𝐵 𝑅𝑠ℎ
 𝑉𝑅𝐹  (4.7) 

 

Where 𝑅𝑠ℎ, is a virtual shunt resistance γ is a scaling factor.  

Figure 4.4: Simplified 4-phases passive mixer configuration LTI model 
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(a) 

(b) 
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(c) 

(d) 

Figure 4.5. Analytical and simulated 4-phases passive mixer input impedance 

𝒁𝒊𝒏 (a) real and (b) imaginary components when driven by fundamental LO 

and (c) real and (d) imaginary components when driven by third harmonic LO 

against RF frequency 
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(b) 

Figure 4.6. Analytical and simulated noise figure of 4-phases passive mixer 

against baseband resistance 𝑹𝑩 (a) down-conversion by fundamental LO 

component, (b) down-conversion by third harmonic LO component 

 

(a) 
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The virtual shunt resistance models the power losses due to up-conversion 

of the baseband signals on the output capacitors through the LO harmonics 

other than the LO harmonic of interest. 

Making the currents obtained from the LTV and LTI models equal 

 

𝛾 = 
2

(𝑛𝜋)2                                    (4.8) 

 

𝑅𝑠ℎ = 
4𝛾

1 − 4𝛾
 𝑅′𝑎             (4.9) 

 

Subharmonic mixing at higher LO harmonics has smaller 𝛾 and 𝑅𝑠ℎ. 

Smaller shunt resistance introduces more losses of the RF signal power. In 

addition, it limits the simple baseband impedance tuning capability to achieve 

matching to the antenna impedance. 

In addition, from the LTI model, simplified noise figure expression can be 

formulated as follows 

 

F = 1 + 
1

𝑉𝑛,𝑅𝑎
2 (𝑉𝑛,𝑅𝑠𝑤

2 +  (
𝑅𝑎+ 𝑅𝑠𝑤

𝑅𝑠ℎ
)2 𝑉𝑛,𝑅𝑠ℎ

2  

 

      + (
𝑅𝑎+ 𝑅𝑠𝑤

𝛾𝑅𝐵
)2 𝑉𝑛,𝛾𝑅𝐵

2)                              (4.10) 

 

Input impedance, 𝑅𝑖𝑛, seen at the RF port of the mixer is: 

 

    𝑅𝑖𝑛 = 𝑅𝑠𝑤 + γ𝑅𝐵 // 𝑅𝑠ℎ                        (4.11) 

 

Accounting for the mixer output capacitors, similarly; 

 

      𝑍𝑖𝑛 = 𝑅𝑠𝑤 + γ𝑍𝐵(𝑗𝜔𝐼𝐹) // 𝑅𝑠ℎ          (4.12) 

 

Figure 4.5 shows the analytical and simulated effective real and imaginary 

components of the input impedance 𝑍𝑖𝑛 seen at the RF port of the 4-phases 

passive mixer using NMOS transistors with 𝑅𝑠𝑤 ~ 15 Ω; 𝑅𝐵 = 10 kΩ; 𝐶𝐵 = 50 

pF; and the LO frequency is 2.5 GHz and 833.33 MHz for the fundamental and 

third harmonic LO respectively. The output capacitors 𝐶𝐵 affect both real and 

imaginary parts of 𝑍𝑖𝑛. For the real components, shown in figure 4.5(a) and 

(c), the output capacitors realize a low pass filter at baseband which is 

transformed to a band pass filter at RF frequency. Due to the scaling factor, the 

effective capacitance at baseband is reduced. Since the scaling factor is smaller 

for higher harmonic index of the LO, the effective capacitance at baseband in 

case of fundamental down-conversion is larger than its corresponding in case 

of third harmonic down-conversion. Therefore, the sharpest band pass filtering 

behavior is obtained at fundamental LO down-conversion. 
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Similarly for the imaginary components, shown in figure 4.5(b) and (d). 

The imaginary components are either inductive for negative IF 

frequencies, 𝜔𝐼𝐹 < 0, or capacitive for positive IF frequencies, 𝜔𝐼𝐹 > 0. They 

are scaled down and slowly varying in the case of third harmonic LO down-

conversion due to the scaling factor. 

Far away from LO frequency, in case of either fundamental or higher 

order harmonic mixing, the output capacitors shunt the IF impedance and the 

input impedance approaches 𝑅𝑠𝑤. 

Despite Large mixer devices are preferred for better noise figure. In this 

case, the noise figure is dominated by the last two terms in the noise figure 

expression. As shown in figure 4.6(a) and (b), as the baseband resistance 𝑅𝐵 

increases, the noise figure decreases and is dominated by the first two 

terms, 𝑉𝑛,𝑅𝑠𝑤
 and 𝑉𝑛,𝑅𝑠ℎ

 which determine the minimum noise for the 4-phases 

passive mixer. For higher LO harmonic mixing, the second term is scaled up 

by the ratio 𝑅𝑠ℎ at fundamental LO to 𝑅𝑠ℎ at the third harmonic component of 

LO – this ration is about 43 – and the last term is scaled up by 𝑛2. For 

example, assuming a noise figure of 1.8 dB at fundamental mixing and 

ignoring 𝑉𝑛,𝛾𝑅𝐵

2 term compared to 𝑉𝑛,𝑅𝑠ℎ

2 and 𝑉𝑛,𝑅𝑠𝑤

2, the noise figure is 11 

dB at third harmonic mixing. This degradation is justified due to the increased 

losses at subharmonic mixing.  

Despite impedance tuning limitation and NF degradation drawbacks, 

subharmonic N-phases passive mixers are still very useful for low power 

narrowband applications such as Bluetooth/BLE and ZigBee. 

4.3.3. Low-IF LNA 

When amplifiers operate at low frequency – 10 MHz IF – and small 

bandwidth – slightly more than 2 MHz – rather than the entire RF Bluetooth 

band, this significantly reduces the power consumption. The fully differential 

current reuse low-IF LNA is shown in Fig.1. The differential I/Q mixer outputs 

are ac-coupled to the low-frequency LNA inputs to reduce flicker noise and 

provide DC biasing. At very low frequency, the inputs appear only at NMOS 

gates loaded by diode connected PMOS transistors. Since 𝑔𝑚𝑛 and 𝑔𝑚𝑝 are 

designed to be equal, the amplifier has a unity gain at such low frequencies.  

At IF, 𝐶𝐹 shorts the inputs to PMOS gates. Thus, the amplifier utilizes both the 

NMOS and PMOS for amplification with the same bias current, and 

accordingly reduce the current requirement for meeting specific noise and 

gain. The supply voltage has been selected to be 0.7V as trade-off between the 

noise and the low-power/high-performance modes power consumption. 

4.3.4. Complex filter 

The LNA is followed by a complex filter to perform the channel selection 

and the image rejection. Figure 4.1 shows typical single Gm-C complex pole 

synthesis. A two Gm-C stages with real transfer function are transformed into 

a complex one by adding an imaginary part. The imaginary part is obtained by 
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cross-connecting 𝑔𝑚𝐼𝑀
 transconductance between the I and Q paths [7]. The 

real component of the pole is synthesized through the 𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐸
 transconductance 

in shunt with the capacitance C: 

 

ω 3𝑑𝐵 =  
𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐸

𝐶
  (4.13) 

 

On the other hand, the imaginary component is given by: 

 

 

ω 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 =  
𝑔𝑚𝐼𝑀

𝐶
  (4.14) 

 

A current-recycling-based topology has been reported in [66] where all the 

filter’s transconductors share their bias currents with the previous stage, 

Balun-LNA-Mixer (Blixer). However, in this topology, the transistors forming 

complex load are pseudo-differential. When multiple cells of this topology are 

cascaded to realize a higher-order filters, the filters exhibit a positive common-

mode feedback loop. To maintain stability for this common-mode loop, its 

gain should be less than unity. This condition sets a constraint on possible 

filter design space where 𝑔𝑚𝐼𝑀
 should be less than 𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐸

. Therefore, a tightly, 

limited range of bandpass center frequencies is available for a given bandwidth 

to preserve stability.  

The same topology has been revisited in [67] to enhance this stability 

issue over a wider design range of 𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐸
 and 𝑔𝑚𝐼𝑀

. It has adopted a fully 

differential architecture instead of pseudo-differential in the main topology. 

Fully differential architecture can maintain the common mode gain well lower 

than the differential mode gain through suitable Common Mode Rejection 

Ratio (CMRR). 

The cross-coupled, 𝑀𝑁𝐸𝐺 , transistors – create a negative conductance – are 

seen as a parallel transconductance to 𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐸
 by the common-mode signals and 

accordingly, reducing the common-mode gain of the cell. For the differential  
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signals on the other hand, the 𝑀𝑁𝐸𝐺  pair acts as a negative resistance which in 

turn reduces the effective real part transconductance, hence the bandwidth, and 

boosts the differential-mode gain. Figure 4.7 shows the current reuse 

implementation of a single complex pole. 

The complex filter is tuned to have either 1-MHz bandwidth for 

BT5.1/BLE, or 2-MHz bandwidth for BLE. Therefore, better adjacent channel 

rejection is obtained in each standard. This is achieved through added 

controllable  𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐸𝐶
 transconductance in parallel with 𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐸

 and controlled by 

Figure 4.7: Current reuse GM-C complex pole 
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𝑀𝑁𝐶 and 𝑀𝑃𝐶 control transistors which are connected as an inverter 

configuration. Therefore, the real part of the complex poles can be controlled 

by 𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐸𝐶
 and accordingly the bandwidth. The inverter’s input is a control 

signal from the baseband, 𝑉𝑐.  

Now the Bandwidth and frequency shift relations are: 

 

ω 3𝑑𝐵 = 
𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝐶
 = 

𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐸+ 𝐷 .  𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐸𝐶 − 𝑔𝑚𝑁𝐸𝐺

𝐶
       (4.15) 

 

ω 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 =  
𝑔𝑚𝐼𝑀

𝐶
        (4.16) 

 

Where D is either one or zero.  

If Vc is low, D is zero, the MREC transistor’s gate is pulled up to the supply 

voltage through MPC and turning off this PMOS. Consequently, the effective 

real transcondactance becomes gmeff
 = gmRE

 - gmNEG
 in the 1-MHz 

bandwidth mode. 

If Vc is high, D is one, the MREC transistor’s gate is pulled down to Vout 

through MNC and turning on this PMOS. Consequently, it appears in parallel 

with MRE and the effective real transcondactance is increased by gmREC
,  gmeff

 

= gmRE
 + gmREC

 - gmNEG
 in the 2-MHz bandwidth mode. This increased 

effective transconductance, reduces the differential-mode gain. Thus, 

minimum gain requirement shall be designed in this mode. To ensure that the 

MREC transistor is diode-connected over the entire Vout swing range, the MNC 

transistor should be always on when Vc is high. Therefore, Vc should be 

slightly higher than the supply voltage and the MNC is chosen to be a low-

threshold transistor. The high level of the control signal Vchigh
 has a lower 

limit as follows:  

 

𝑉𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
 >= 𝑉𝐷𝐷 − 𝑉𝐷𝑆𝐴𝑇 + 𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑀𝑁𝐶 

             (4.17) 

 

The input transconductances are utilized to realize a variable gain in the 

filter. They are made degenerated by a variable resistance R in each pole to 

provide a wide gain tuning range for the overall receiver gain. 

 

4.3.5. VCO and frequency divider  

Since the VCO is not directly driving the mixer, a high swing oscillation is 

not a design requirement, although it helps in the phase noise minimization. 

The noise associated with the tail current source has a significant contribution 

in the phase noise. Its flicker noise is directly modulating the output common-

mode level and accordingly, modulating the oscillation frequency. The higher-

order noise at even harmonics of the oscillation frequency is down-converted, 

by cross-coupled core transistors, to near the oscillation frequency. Therefore, 

it results in a phase noise as well. However, removing the tail current source 
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makes the output common-mode sensitive to the Process; Voltage; and 

Temperature variations, PVT. Class C VCO shown in figure 4.8, described in 

[68], has a 3.9-dB phase noise improvement over the standard LC-tank 

oscillator for the same power consumption.  

To minimize the power consumption, the supply voltage is reduced 

further. However, a lower limit is required for a reasonable swing to avoid 

operating the cross-coupled transistors in the deep triode region which 

accordingly reduces the tank quality factor and degrades the phase noise. To 

design the coupling capacitors 𝐶𝑏 equal to the input capacitance seen at the 

cross-coupled gates, the feedback signal experiences an attenuation by two. 

Therefore, the lower limit of the supply voltage is derived as follows: 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Class C VCO core 
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𝑉𝑏 <=  𝑉𝐷𝐷 - 
3

2
  𝑉𝑝 +  𝑉𝑡ℎ             (4.18) 

 

                                    𝑉𝑏 >=  𝑉𝑔𝑠 +  𝑉𝐷𝑆𝐴𝑇                         (4.19) 

 

Where 𝑉𝑏 is the cross-coupled bias voltage and 𝑉𝑝 is the oscillation peak 

voltage.  

Combining (18) and (19) and assuming the cross-coupled and the tail 

transistor to have equal 𝑉𝐷𝑆𝐴𝑇, 𝑉𝐷𝐷 has a lower limit as follows: 

 

𝑉𝐷𝐷 >= 
3

2
  𝑉𝑝 + 2 𝑉𝐷𝑆𝐴𝑇                        (4.20) 

 

For 𝑉𝑝 ≈ 200 mV and 𝑉𝐷𝑆𝐴𝑇 ≈ 100 mV, 𝑉𝐷𝐷 >= 500 mV 

The dual mode operation places a demand for the LO to have a two well 

far away frequency ranges, 1.6 GHz in the low-power mode and 4.8 GHz in 

the high-performance mode. For optimum design at each LO frequency, the 

operation is divided into two completely separate VCO cores at the expense of 

extra active area. In fact, the main area concern comes from the need for extra  

Figure 4.8: 25% non-overlapping clock generation 
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inductors for each LC core. However, considering the overall receiver area, the 

low-IF LNAs eliminated the need for inductors in the conventional LNA-first 

architecture.  

In order to generate 25% duty cycle LO phases, a frequency divider – 

divide-by-two – circuit and some combinational logic are employed.  

Figure 4.8 shows the clock generation circuit driven by the buffered VCO 

outputs. The latches used in the divider incorporate additional NMOS source 

followers, over the conventional rail-to-rail latch circuit as shown in figure 4.9. 

This is to improve the speed and reduce the power consumption [69] in the 

high-performance mode where the VCO runs at 4.8 GHz. Whereas, in the low 

power mode, the 1.6-GHz VCO outputs drive the conventional divider latches 

will consume slightly less power than the modified latches. The NAND gates 

and chain of inverters following the latches and NAND gates are designed to 

drive the 20-µm wide mixer switches and ensure non-overlapping LO 

waveforms to minimize the RX path noise figure. 

Figure 4.9: Divider latch 
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4.4. Simulation results 

The receiver in Figure 4.1 is implemented in 65-nm CMOS technology. It 

occupies 723 µm x 762 µm. Figure 4.9 portrays the full receiver layout. The 

receiver operates from 700-mV, for the chain path, and 500-mV, for the LO 

and frequency dividers supply voltages. 

The choice of two separate clock generation circuits, one dedicated for 

each mode of operation, consumes a significant area due to the two large 

asymmetric spiral inductors of low-power mode circuit. A larger inductance 

value is needed for a low- power LC VCO. In addition, a higher quality factor 

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥 of larger coils occurs at lower frequencies compared to small coils [70]. 

 

Figure 4.10: Receiver Layout 
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Figure 4.10 plots the noise figure for the whole receiver chain operating in 

the two modes versus the baseband frequency. At low frequency, the noise 

figure is significantly high due to the flicker noise. The average noise figure 

for the low-power and high-performance modes is about 12.82 dB and 6.3 dB 

at 10 MHz, respectively. As discussed earlier, the power loss – due to up- 

converting the baseband signals through the passive mixers hence re-radiated – 

rapidly increases as the LO harmonic index, which is used to down-convert the 

desired RF signal, increases. 

The receiver chain transfer function plots are shown in figure 4.11 with a 

center frequency of 10 MHz and tuned to either 1-MHz or 2-MHz bandwidth 

for BT5.1/BLE, or BLE, respectively.  

Although the complex filter provides different passband gains at each 

bandwidth since the effective load seen by the differential signals is higher in 

case of 1-MHz bandwidth, they are adjusted through the degeneration 

resistance of the input transconductors and plotted on the same figure. It 

achieves 65-dB image rejection at least and 17-dB attenuation at the second 

adjacent channel. 

Figure 4.11: Receiver noise figure in the two operation modes 
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Figure 4.12: Receiver transfer function in the two operation modes 

Figure 4.13: Front end out-band IIP3 in the low-power mode 
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Figure 4.14: Front end out-band IIP3 in the high-performance mode 

Figure 4.15: VCO phase noise in the two operation modes 
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 The front end Out-Of-Band (OOB) IIP3 in low-power and high-

performance modes are shown in figure 4.12 and figure 4.13, respectively. 

Increased load capacitance of 10pF improves the filtering property of the 

passive mixers and correspondingly, increases the OOB IIP3 [41]. In the low-

power mode, the front end conversion gain is lower than the high-performance 

mode conversion gain. Therefore compression effect appears at higher input 

power levels and 𝐼𝐼𝑃3 is better. 

Figure 4.14 shows the simulated phase noise versus the frequency offset. 

At 2.5-MHz offset, phase noise is -122.5 dBc/Hz in low-power mode, whereas 

it is -117 dBc/Hz in high-performance mode. Since the VCO in the high-

performance mode is running at frequency 3x times the frequency of VCO in 

the low-power mode. Therefore, the phase noise is expected to be higher given 

that:  

1) 𝑄 of the inductors in the two modes are within the same range ~ 11.5  

2) the output swing is the same of 400 mV  

Figure 4.16: S11 in the two modes of operation 
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3) the current consumption in the high-performance mode VCO is about 

2.5x of the low-power mode VCO 

Figure 4.16 plots the input matching response, S11, against RF frequency 

showing better than -11 dB over Bluetooth band in both operation modes. 

PVT variations are simulated in both modes of operation, and presented in 

the following figures. Some receiver metrics such as the receiver conversion 

gain in the two operation modes and the noise figure in the low-power mode 

requires fine calibration in single elements: the complex filter pole capacitors, 

or output capacitors of passive mixer. The calibration satisfies BT5.1/BLE 

specifications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.17: Receiver noise figure in the high-performance mode under PVT 

without calibration 
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Figure 4.18: Receiver noise figure in the low-power mode under PVT without 

calibration 

 

Figure 4.19: Receiver noise figure in the low-power mode under PVT with 

mixer output capacitors calibration 
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Figure 4.20: Receiver transfer function in the high-performance mode under 

PVT without calibration 

 

Figure 4.21: Receiver transfer function in the high-performance mode under 

PVT with complex filter pole capacitors calibration 
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Figure 4.22: Receiver transfer function in the low-power mode under PVT 

without calibration 

 

Figure 4.23: Receiver transfer function in the low-power mode under PVT 

with complex filter pole capacitors calibration 
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Figure 4.24: S11 in the high-performance mode under PVT without calibration 

 

Figure 4.25: S11 in the low-power mode under PVT without calibration 
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Table 4.1 summarizes the results for both receiver operation modes 

compared to the state of the art. Thanks to various techniques adopted both on 

the system level and circuit level, the proposed receiver achieves improved 

performance metrics at low power dissipation in both modes of operations 

compared to literature. 

4.5. Comparison to receivers state of the art 

LMV cell-based receivers in [7], [8] recycled the LNA current to a 

stacked mixer and VCO. This technique, however, has reduced voltage 

headroom and block isolation; that’s VCO may be pulled by RF blockers and 

VCO noise will add to the RX noise. Ultra-low voltage supply receivers are 

popular low power radios approach. A 300mV RX in [9] extensively applies 

transformer coupling between RF blocks to maximize headroom and lowers 

transistor threshold voltage through forward body biasing. This comes at the 

cost of area and increase of leakage currents. Moreover, 180mV RX front end 

in [10] where I/Q generation is obtained by a passive RC-CR network in the 

RF path. According to [11], good matching should be preserved through 

careful layout which complicates both the circuit and physical designs. Also, 

as the supply voltage is reduced, the IIP3 degrades accordingly. In addition, 

inductive loaded LNA is divided to two stages, one providing conventional 

LNA requirements and the second for driving subsequent RC-CR network and 

passive mixers which imposed extra area.  

The work [52] employ passive mixers to avoid the power-hungry active 

mixers. However, it still have significant power in front end LNA. A new idea 

has been presented in [40] to realize a fully passive front end receiver where a 

transformer-based amplification along with 4-phases differential passive 

mixers to overcome power-hungry RF building blocks. 
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Table 4.1: PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART 

 This Work [8] [9] [10] [52] [71] 

 

Supply Voltage (V) 

Dual supply 

0.7V – 0.5V 

 

0.8 

 

0.3 

 

0.18 

 

0.3 

 

0.8 

 

3 

 

Active Power (µW) 

 

697 

 

1250 

 

600 

 

1600 

 
1382 

 
11305 

 

2300 

 

2900 

 
26300 

NF (dB) 12.82 6.3 15.1/15.8 6.1 11.3 8.8 5.9 6.5 

OOB IIP3 (dBm) +5.58 +2.6 -15.8/-16.8 -21.5 -12.5 +4.8 -17  

Voltage Gain 

(min/max) (dB) 

 

48/81 

 

55/88 

 

55.5/56.1 

 

83 

 

34.5 

 

41.3 

 

- 

 

- 

IRR (min/max) 

(dB) 

65/81 30.5/37.3 - 26.2 25.1 No Image - 

VCO PN (dBc/Hz) 

@  

Offset 

-122.5 

@ 

2.5MHz 

-117 

@ 

2.5MHz 

-109 

@ 

2.5MHz 

-112 

@ 

1MHz 

-113 

@ 

2.5MHz 

-116.6 

@  

2.5MHz 

 

- 

 

- 

Data Rate (Mbps) 1 or 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 
3FOM 180.87 184.06 178.02/177.32 173.44 183.78 180.94 181.4 180.4 176.41 

Technology (nm) 65 130 65 28 40 40 

Active Area (𝑚𝑚2) 0.551 0.25 1.7 1.65 0.8 41.1 

1Does not include channel selection filters 

2Includes ADC 

3FOM = − 𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 10 log  
𝑃𝐷𝐶

𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒
 

4Includes both RX and TX 
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Work Contribution 

This work significantly contributes to the literature by bringing up 

various techniques for low power operation in addition to flexible 

configurability. For the first time in the literature, a single receiver design 

compromises two modes of operation in a passive mixer-first architecture 

based on fundamental LO, and third harmonic LO down-conversion. 

Proposed receiver configurability provides flexible selection for both the 

mode of operation, and the wireless standard. A software stack at the top 

layer adjusts the target receiver wireless standard, and operation mode 

based on a set of factors. For example, a low-level battery status, or 

power-saving mode can drive the receiver to operate in the low-power 

mode. On the other hand, distant communicating devices, or nodes in a 

noisy environment can make use of the high-performance mode where 

their receivers are more sensitive. Some applications can utilize the dual 

mode operation to realize the wake up, and main receiver chains. i.e the 

low-power mode acts as the wake up receiver chain whereas the high-

performance mode represents the main receiver chain. This work 

highlights the capability of designing dual mode passive mixer-first based 

receivers. However, it can actually be extended to multiple modes of 

operation based on the LO harmonic index where complex systems, and 

complex software can make use of them. 

In addition, the proposed receiver design achieves good performance 

metrics compared to the literature in both modes of operation. 
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Discussion and Conclusions 

A low power, low supply voltage, dual operation mode receiver has 

been presented. The receiver achieves good performance while 

consuming only 697 µW/1250 µW through optimizations both at system 

level and circuit level designs and compromise between its two modes. 

The proposed receiver is the first one to utilize one receiver chain design 

realizing two modes of operation through fundamental and harmonic 

down-conversion based on passive mixers analysis at LO harmonics. The 

receiver exports control signals to the baseband world for simple mode of 

operation control and bandwidth adjustment. Each mode is compliant to 

both BT5.1 and BLE noise figure, linearity, IRR, and phase noise 

specifications. 
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Future Work 

1. Optimum single VCO core for LO generation in the two receiver 

modes of operation 

2. Design a power Management Unit capable of driving dual supply 

voltages for the receiver chain, and LO generation circuit. It can 

be extended to operate the whole receiver from an energy 

harvester 

3. Design a PLL to synthesize a full receiver 

4. Design a transmitter to synthesize a complete Bluetooth/BLE 

transceiver system 

5. Get the designs ready for Tape out 
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Appendix A: System Architecture Trade-offs Octave 

Script 

%% High performance mode 

%% VCO power (in micro watts)  

% 2 path @ 2.4 GHz, from MIT thesis 

% hp_vco_2pp = 95.5 

hp_vco_2pp = 100;  

 

% 4 path @ 4.8 GHz, achieved result  

hp_vco_4pp = 250;  

 

% 8 path @ 9.6 GHz, estimated from A Low-Voltage Low-Power Wide-

Tuning-Range Hybrid Class-AB/Class-B VCO With Robust Start-Up and 

High-Performance FOM 

% estimated by scaling power to achieve -101 @ 1MHz, half power 

degrades PN by 3dB according to Razavi  

hp_vco_8pp = 2000;  

 

% 16 path @ 19.2 GHz, estimated from A Low-Voltage Low-Power Wide-

Tuning-Range Hybrid Class-AB/Class-B VCO With Robust Start-Up and 

High-Performance FOM 

hp_vco_16pp = 9000;  

 

 

%% frequency divider power (in micro watts)  

% 2 path @ 2.4 GHz 

hp_fd = 0; 

 

% 4 path @ 4.8 GHz, achieved result  

hp_fd_by2 = 225;  
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% 4 path @ 9.6 GHz, estimated from eScholarship UC item 4vc123z8 

graphs, 1 divider @ 9.6GHz + 1 divider @ 4.8GHz 

hp_fd_by4 = 400 + hp_fd_by2;  

 

% 4 path @ 19.2 GHz, estimated from A 21 -GHz 8-Modulus Prescaler and 

a 20-GHz Phase-Locked Loop Fabricated in 130-nm CMOS, 6mA current 

consumption under 0.7V 

hp_fd_by8 =  0.7*6000;  

 

 

%% AND gate and Buffering following frequency divider, estimated but 

could be more percise from achieved  

hp_fd_buf = 20;  % this is per one output (single not differential)  

% num of AND gates depends on num of paths  

hp_nand = 20;  

 

 

%%% Buffering following VCO, depens on frequency of operation, 

estimation would be based on Pdis = C*f*(Vdd^2) given buffering power 

@ 2.4GHz as a reference 

hp_lo_buf = 20; 

hp_vco_2pp_buf = 2*hp_lo_buf;  

hp_vco_4pp_buf = 2*hp_lo_buf * 2;  

hp_vco_8pp_buf = 2*hp_vco_4pp_buf * 2;  

hp_vco_16pp_buf = 2*hp_vco_8pp_buf * 2; 

 

 

%% total power consumption 

%hp_lo_2pp = hp_vco_2pp + hp_vco_2pp_buf + hp_fd + 0 * hp_nand + 

2*hp_fd_buf     + 16*hp_lo_buf     

hp_lo_2pp = hp_vco_2pp + hp_vco_2pp_buf + 2*hp_fd + 2*hp_nand + 

2*hp_fd_buf + 200;  

hp_lo_4pp = hp_vco_4pp + hp_vco_4pp_buf + hp_fd_by2 + 4*hp_nand + 

4*hp_fd_buf; 
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hp_lo_8pp = hp_vco_8pp + hp_vco_8pp_buf + hp_fd_by4 + 8*hp_nand + 

8*hp_fd_buf; 

hp_lo_16pp = hp_vco_16pp + hp_vco_16pp_buf + hp_fd_by8 + 

16*hp_nand + 16*hp_fd_buf; 

 

hp_lo_power = [hp_lo_2pp hp_lo_4pp hp_lo_8pp hp_lo_16pp];  

 

 

%% noise figure, estimated from Unified Frequency-Domain Analysis of 

Switched-Series-RC Passive Mixers and Samplers, Optimized Design of N -

Phase Passive Mixer-First Receivers in Wideband Operation 

hp_nf = [6 3 1.4 1.2];  

 

 

%% Low power mode 

%% VCO power (in micro watts)  

% 2 path @ 0.8 GHz, CMOS Technology based LC VCO Review [11] ---> 

@ 1.85 GHz 

lp_vco_2pp = 85;  

 

% 4 path @ 1.6 GHz, achieved result  

lp_vco_4pp = 100;  

 

% 8 path @ 3.2 GHz, estimated from CMOS Technology based  LC VCO 

Review [25] ---> @ 3.88 GHz 

% estimated by scaling power to achieve -101 @ 1MHz, half power 

degrades PN by 3dB according to Razavi  

lp_vco_8pp = 560;  

 

% 16 path @ 6.4 GHz, estimated from CMOS Technology based LC VCO 

Review [38] ---> @ 6.85 GHz 

lp_vco_16pp = 1790;  
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%% frequency divider power (in micro watts)  

% 2 path @ 0.8 GHz 

lp_fd = 0; 

 

% 4 path @ 1.6 GHz, achieved result  

lp_fd_by2 = 100; 

 

% 4 path @ 3.2 GHz, estimated from eScholarship UC item 4vc123z8 

graphs, 1 divider @ 3.2GHz + 1 divider @ 1.6GHz 

lp_fd_by4 = 200 + lp_fd_by2;  

 

% 4 path @ 6.4 GHz, estimated from eScholarship UC item 4vc123z8 

graphs, 1 divider @ 6.4GHz + 1 divider @ 3.2GHz +  1 divider @ 1.6GHz  

lp_fd_by8 = 270 + lp_fd_by4;  

 

%% AND gate and Buffering following frequency divider, est imated but 

could be more percise from achieved, estimated according to high 

performance -scaled by three- 

lp_fd_buf = 20/3;  % this is per one output (single not differential)  

% estimated according to high performance -scaled by three- num of AND 

gates depends on num of paths 

lp_nand = 20/3; 

 

 

%% Buffering following VCO, depens on frequency of operation, 

estimation would be based on Pdis = C*f*(Vdd^2) given buffering power 

@ 2.4GHz as a reference, estimated according to high performance -scaled 

by three- 

lp_lo_buf = 20/3; 

lp_vco_2pp_buf = 2*lp_lo_buf;  

lp_vco_4pp_buf = 2*lp_lo_buf * 2;  

lp_vco_8pp_buf = 2*lp_vco_4pp_buf * 2;  

lp_vco_16pp_buf = 2*lp_vco_8pp_buf * 2;  
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%% total power consumption 

%hp_lo_2pp = hp_vco_2pp + hp_vco_2pp_buf + hp_fd + 0 * hp_nand + 

2*hp_fd_buf     + 16*hp_lo_buf     

lp_lo_2pp = lp_vco_2pp + lp_vco_2pp_buf + 2*lp_fd + 2*lp_nand + 

2*lp_fd_buf + 200; 

lp_lo_4pp = lp_vco_4pp + lp_vco_4pp_buf + lp_fd_by2 + 4*lp_nand + 

4*lp_fd_buf; 

lp_lo_8pp = lp_vco_8pp + lp_vco_8pp_buf + lp_fd_by4 + 8*lp_nan d + 

8*lp_fd_buf + 450; 

lp_lo_16pp = lp_vco_16pp + lp_vco_16pp_buf + lp_fd_by8 + 16*lp_nand 

+ 16*lp_fd_buf; 

 

lp_lo_power = [lp_lo_2pp lp_lo_4pp lp_lo_8pp lp_lo_16pp];  

 

 

%% noise figure, estimated  

lp_nf = [14 11 4 3.8];  

 

 

%% FOM  

BW1 = 2*10^6;  

BW2 = 1*10^6;  

snr = 13; 

hp_Psens1 = -174 + 10*log10(BW1) + hp_nf + snr;  

hp_Psens2 = -174 + 10*log10(BW2) + hp_nf + snr;  

 

lp_Psens1 = -174 + 10*log10(BW1) + lp_nf + snr;  

lp_Psens2 = -174 + 10*log10(BW2) + lp_nf + snr;  

 

hp_FOM1 = -hp_Psens1 - 10*log10((hp_lo_power*10^(-6))/BW1); 

hp_FOM2 = -hp_Psens2 - 10*log10((hp_lo_power*10^(-6))/BW2); 
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lp_FOM1 = -lp_Psens1 - 10*log10((lp_lo_power*10^( -6))/BW1); 

lp_FOM2 = -lp_Psens2 - 10*log10((lp_lo_power*10^( -6))/BW2); 

 

 

%% number of passive mixer paths  

num_paths = [2 4 8 16];  

 

 

%% plot 

%plot(num_paths, hp_lo_power)  

set(gcf, 'color', 'w');  

plot(num_paths, hp_FOM1, ' --ks');  

hold on; 

plot(num_paths, lp_FOM1, ' -.kd'); 

xlabel('number of mixer paths', 'FontSize',10,'FontWeight', 'bold');  

ylabel('FOM (-P_{sensitivity} - 10log(P_{DC} / DataRate)) 

[dB]', 'FontSize',10,'FontWeight', 'bold');  

legend('high performance mode', 'low power mode');  
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Appendix B: Analytical, and Simulated Noise Figure 

Plots Octave Script 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Simulated 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%% Fundamental LO mode noise figure %% 

hp_mode_nf = csvread('C:\My Files\Masters\Thesis\Simulations\simulation tables 

v0.0\nf_fund_mixer_analysis_1.csv',1,0); 

 

yh = transpose(hp_mode_nf(1,:)); 

xh = transpose(hp_mode_nf(2,:)); 

% eliminate first element 

yh = yh(2 : length(yh)); 

xh = xh(2 : length(xh)); 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Analatical 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Rsw = 13; 

Ra = 50; 

Raa = Ra + Rsw; 

Rb = xh; 

hp_gamma = 2/(pi^2); 

hp_Rsh = (4*hp_gamma/(1-4*hp_gamma))*Raa; 

 

Cb = 50 * 10^(-12); 

fif = 10 * 10^6; 
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wif = 2 * pi * fif; 

xb = -i * (1./(wif * Cb)); 

 

zb = (Rb * xb)./(Rb + xb); 

hp_zbscaled = hp_gamma * zb; 

 

 

noisefloor = 4 * (1.38*10^(-23)) * (300); 

VnRa_power = noisefloor * Ra; 

VnRsw_power = noisefloor * Rsw; 

VnRsh_power = noisefloor * hp_Rsh; 

VnGammaRb_power = noisefloor * hp_gamma*Rb; 

 

%term1 =  Raa./(hp_gamma * abs(zb)); 

term1 =  Raa./(hp_gamma * Rb); 

term2 = term1.^2; 

term3 = term2.*VnGammaRb_power; 

hp_F = 1 + (1/VnRa_power) * (VnRsw_power + ((Raa/hp_Rsh)^2)*VnRsh_power + term3); 

%%hp_F = 1 + (1/VnRa_power) * (VnRsw_power + ((Raa/hp_Rsh)^2)*VnRsh_power); 

hp_nf = 10*log10(hp_F); 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Simulated 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%% 3rd Harmonic LO mode noise figure %% 

lp_mode_nf = csvread('C:\My Files\Masters\Thesis\Simulations\simulation tables 

v0.0\nf_3rdharm_mixer_analysis_1.csv',1,1); 

 

yl = transpose(lp_mode_nf(1,:)); 

xl = transpose(lp_mode_nf(2,:)); 

% eliminate first element 

yl = yl(2 : length(yl)); 

xl = xl(2 : length(xl)); 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Analatical 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Rsw = 13; 

Ra = 50; 

Raa = Ra + Rsw; 

Rb = xl 

lp_gamma = 2/((3 * pi) ^ 2); 

lp_Rsh = (4*lp_gamma/(1-4*lp_gamma))*Raa; 

 

Cb = 50 * 10^(-12); 

fif = 10 * 10^6; 

wif = 2 * pi * fif; 

xb = -i * (1./(wif * Cb)); 
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zb = (Rb * xb)./(Rb + xb); 

lp_zbscaled = lp_gamma * zb; 

 

lp_zin = Rsw + (lp_zbscaled * lp_Rsh)./(lp_zbscaled + lp_Rsh); 

 

 

noisefloor = 4 * (1.38*10^(-23)) * (300); 

VnRa_power = noisefloor * Ra; 

VnRsw_power = noisefloor * Rsw; 

VnRsh_lpower = noisefloor * lp_Rsh; 

VnGammaRb_lpower = noisefloor * lp_gamma*Rb; 

 

%term1 =  Raa./(lp_gamma * abs(zb)); 

term1_lp =  Raa./(lp_gamma*Rb); 

term2_lp = term1_lp.^2; 

term3_lp = term2_lp.*VnGammaRb_lpower; 

lp_F = 1 + (1/VnRa_power) * (VnRsw_power + ((Raa/lp_Rsh)^2)*VnRsh_lpower + term3_lp); 

%%lp_F = 1 + (1/VnRa_power) * (VnRsw_power + ((Raa/lp_Rsh)^2)*VnRsh_lpower); 

lp_nf = 10*log10(lp_F); 
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 ملخصال

 

يحفزززززززز  لمستزززززززز أ لمة ززززززززسةل ملززززززززمة     زززززززز   ل  سلزززززززز  أ لم  زززززززز ة   ل   ةزززززززز   

ألديززززز  م ززززز   ززززز      ززززز  لمق ئةززززز  الزززززإ  لمح  ززززز   مززززز  أ هززززز     ف ززززز  م   يززززز      ززززز   

عززززززإد دم ززززززل  ززززززإتل  ززززززس ل   زززززز    لمة سلزززززز لل  ا ل ززززززت    زززززز   ل ززززززسقم        زززززز   

 أ زززز        زززز    أ زززز   ل ل ززززسقم  ل لم ززززلع  ززززس طزززز   لم قززززإ طزززز  لم ةزززز   زززز    تزززز  

مصزززززز د لل ززززززز  م ت هزززززز      زززززززس إ   دةصزززززززإأ أ هزززززز  م ززززززز  م سلزززززز      لمززززززز  مس  ززززززز  

م  ،   ززززز   ق زززززإ  م   يززززز    زززززس      زززززللي     زززززل لممت أيززززز      عززززز د  لملزززززحسل  ا مسززززز 

 لمت ه ل

  زززززس إز    ززززز   ل  سلزززززز  أ لم  ززززز ة   د أ  عةزززززز  ه   ززززز   زززززإل    زززززز     حسززززز    مزززززز   

 ن  ةزززززز ن  لززززززت  أزززززز ل  لم هززززززه مسق  زززززز  لمت هزززززز  لمسزززززز    ززززززس  ة  ل ط زززززز    ق  زززززز  اإي زززززز  

ززززززز    (   ي زززززززس    WuRX خزززززززلس  طززززززز  ل زززززززس إلز   ززززززز   ل زززززززسقم     ززززززز عإ ي ةززززززز  دلئةت

مززززز ل     مسززززز  أ هززززز   هززززز   زززززس   ةزززززل   ل   لمزززززإ  ززززز  لمحفززززز   ع زززززز  لمق  ززززز   زززززس ل

  ززززز   ل  زززززسقم   لملئ  ززززز   ززززز   إززززز  لم زززززة ن مسززززز  يس قززززز    ززززز أ    م ززززز   زززززس   ززززز   

ل  ززززززسقم   لمة زززززز عإ لل  لمت هزززززز  لمة  ف زززززز   ززززززإلل لمزززززز    لم زززززز        زززززز  م ستم قزززززز   

 لمحل       هه ل  سقم     ل أ   ل

  لل    زززززززإ   لمم   ززززززز   لمة  ف ززززززز   لمةصزززززززةة  يزززززززس  ل زززززززس إلز لمة ززززززز ي ل لم  ززززززز ة 

مستم قززززززز   لمت هززززززز  لمة  ف ززززززز   ززززززز   زززززززمة     ززززززز   ل  سلززززززز  أ لم  ززززززز ة  ل اةززززززز   ن 

   زززززززز   ل  سلزززززززز  أ لم  زززززززز ة     ةزززززززز  اة ززززززززإ   ا   زززززززز      ف زززززززز  ،   ةة  زززززززز   ن 

 حقززززززلا ل ززززززس    أ هزززززز   زززززز  فم     ززززززس ي   م   زززززز      زززززز   ةزززززز  ي ززززززة  ا فززززززم 

م فيزززززلا ل أ ززززز   اقزززززإأ   هززززز ل ي زززززإ لمم   ززززز    ززززز  أ هززززز    ززززز   ل أ ززززز   عزززززس أل

لمت هزززززز   لمززززززإ  ززززززس    زززززز  لمةل ززززززح س دة  زززززز أ   زززززز ة  ملززززززمة     زززززز   ل  سلزززززز  أ 

ل  ن  ق  زززززز  لمم   زززززز      ززززززق    زززززز   لززززززلط   لعسة دطزززززز  ع زززززز   تزززززز    لم  زززززز ة     ززززززلت

ل مق      ه    ة فس     ل  س   م س ص صل   ل     لت

 زززززسقم    س ل زززززلا  ززززز  ل  زززززإلأ لم ززززز     زززززس  قزززززإز طززززز   ل أل مززززز   صزززززة     ززززز   ل 

م لمت هززززززز ل   ززززززز   ل  زززززززسقم   مإيززززززز   إززززززز  س م  ةززززززز  فلمم   ززززززز     لمم   ززززززز    ززززززز  

طةزززززز   إزززززز  لمت هزززززز  لمة  ف زززززز  ،    إزززززز  ل دلي لم زززززز م ل لمسصززززززة   ي ززززززس إز  ق  زززززز   

   س س لم   ز  لمإلئل     ل   س ف    س       فم م ت ه  ع  
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يحفززز  لمستززز أ لمة زززسةل ملزززمة     ززز   ل  سلززز  أ لم  ززز ة   ل   ةززز  لمق ئةززز  الزززإ  لمح  ززز   مززز  

ألديززززز  م ززززز   ززززز      ززززز  عزززززإد دم زززززل  زززززإتل  زززززس ل   ززززز   أ هززززز     ف ززززز  م   يززززز      ززززز   

 لمة سلززز لل  ا ل ززززت    ززز   ل ززززسقم        زززز    أ ززز        زززز    أ ززز   ل ل ززززسقم  ل لم ززززلع 

 زززس طززز   لم قزززإ طززز  لم ةززز   ززز    تززز  مصززز د لل ززز  م ت هززز      زززس إ   دةصزززإأ أ هززز  م ززز  

م  ،   ززز   ق زززإ  م   يززز  م سلززز      لمززز  مس  ززز    زززللي     زززل لممت أيززز      عززز د  لملزززحسل  ا مسززز 

   س    لمت ه ل

  ززس إز    ززز   ل  سلززز  أ لم  ززز ة   د أ  عةزز  ه   ززز   زززإل    ززز     حسزز    مززز   ن  ةززز ن  لزززت   

أزززز ل  لم هززززه مسق  زززز  لمت هزززز  لمسزززز    ززززس  ة  ل ط زززز    ق  زززز  اإي زززز   خززززلس  طزززز  ل ززززس إلز   زززز   

ززز    مززز ل     مسززز  أ هززز   هززز   زززس (   ي زززس    لمق  ززز   زززس لWuRXل زززسقم     ززز عإ ي ةززز  دلئةت

  ةزززل   ل   لمزززإ  ززز  لمحفززز   ع ززز    ززز   ل  زززسقم   لملئ  ززز   ززز   إززز  لم زززة ن مسززز  يس قززز  

  ززز أ    م ززز   زززس   ززز   ل  زززسقم   لمة ززز عإ لل  لمت هززز  لمة  ف ززز   زززإلل لمززز    لم ززز        ززز  

 م ستم ق   لمحل       هه ل  سقم     ل أ   ل

  لل    زززإ   لمم   ززز   لمة  ف ززز   لمةصزززةة  مستم قززز   لمت هززز  يزززس  ل زززس إلز لمة ززز ي ل لم  ززز ة 

لمة  ف ززز   ززز   زززمة     ززز   ل  سلززز  أ لم  ززز ة  ل اةززز   ن    ززز   ل  سلززز  أ لم  ززز ة     ةززز  

اة ززززإ   ا   زززز      ف زززز  ،   ةة  زززز   ن  حقززززلا ل ززززس    أ هزززز   زززز  فم     ززززس ي   م   زززز   

يزززلا ل أ زز   اقززإأ   هززز ل ي ززإ لمم   ززز      زز   ةزز  ي زززة  ا فززم أ هزز    ززز   ل أ زز   عززس أل

م لمت هزززز   لمززززإ  ززززس    زززز  لمةل ززززح س دة  زززز أ   زززز ة  ملززززمة     زززز   ل  سلزززز  أ ف زززز  

ل  ل  ن  ق  زززز  لمم   زززز      ززززق    زززز   لززززلط   لعسة دطزززز  ع زززز   تزززز    ل زززز    ززززلت لم  زززز ة     ززززلت

 مق      ه    ة فس     ل  س   م س ص صل



 

 

يحقزززلا أزززليقس س        ززز   ي زززس إز  صزززة      ززز     زززسقم   لمزززإ قزززإز طززز   ل أل مززز   صزززة    

 س ل زززلا  fundamental and harmonic LOلمسزززلدد ا  زززس إلز   ح يززز م سلززز     زززس خززز   

م لمت هزززز ل   زززز   ل  ززززسقم   مإيزززز  ف زززز  ل  ززززإلأ لم زززز     ززززس لمم   زززز     لمم   زززز    زززز  

م ل لمسصزززة   ي زززس إز  ق  ززز    إززز  س م  ةززز  طةززز   إززز  لمت هززز  لمة  ف ززز  ،    إززز  ل دلي لم ززز 

ا  إزز    لمزز  لمزز   قززإز     ززس س لم  زز ز  لمززإلئل    زز ل   س فزز    ززس     زز  فم م ت هزز  ع زز 

مسزززلدد  (passive mixers)ل أل مززز   ح  ززز  مةحززز    لمسزززلدد لمسززز      زززس إز  صزززإأ أ هززز  

 ل(harmonic LO)     عف      (fundamental LO)ل       LO ل  

 Bluetooth5.1   Bluetooth Low  ززز   ل زززسقم    س ل زززلا  ززز   ق  ززز   أل مززز  ل قزززإز طززز   

Energyة  ف زززز  ،   إزززز  ل دلي ل   ززز   ل  ززززسقم   مإيزززز   إززز  ن م سلزززز       إزززز  لمت هززز  لم

يقززإز  ق  زز     س فزز    ززس     زز  فم م ت هزز  ع زز    ززس س لم  زز ز  لمززإلئل ل يززس     طزز لم زز م ل 

لم  زززز زل   زززز  فم مسح زززز س ل ززززس    لمت هزززز  ع زززز    ززززس س IF ل   حزززز   لمسززززلدد    ل ززززس إلز 

 زززز   إزززز  لمت هزززز   LO harmonicsلمسززززلدد ا  ززززس إلز   ح يزززز عزززز    ع زززز  لمزززز  ، يسزززز   

   VCOsمزززز   500mV  ززززإ   ززززإلد  زززز  فم ، ل ززززس إلز ل LO Quadratureلمة  ف زززز    م ززززإ 

700 mV ،  لعزززز د   ،   هزززز  حزززز     ززززلدد     ززززس إز  صززززإأ أ    م   زززز   لم ل  زززز  ل     زززز

إز لمة زززسقم  ع ززز    زززس س لمزززإلئل ل ي زززس  ل زززس إلز لمس ززز أ ي ززز عإ ن  ززز   ق  ززز  لمت هززز  لمة زززس  ة 

 زززز    سل  يحسزززز   CMOS 65ل يززززس    ف زززز  لمة ززززسقم  لمةقسززززلئ اسق  زززز  لمةقسززززلئ دلئززززل   سة   زززز 

 ل       زززز  1250 ل       زززز    697  ززززس     قزززز       زززز   سززززل  لازززز    551ل0 م زززز    زززز م  

 لع   لمسل      إ  ل دلي لم  م    لمسل        إ  لمت ه  لمة  فع إ 
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